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Abstract
Recent standardization on the Web of Things and (Social) Linked Data unlocks new practical
use cases and new opportunities for research on Web-based multi-agent systems. While existing
research on multi-agent systems can contribute to engineering adaptive and flexible Web-based
systems, increased deployment of systems following the recent standards can bring new insight
into engineering large-scale and open multi-agent systems. These developments motivate the need
for a broader perspective that can only be achieved through a concerted effort of the research
communities on Web Architecture and Web of Things, Semantic Web and Linked Data, and
Autonomous Agents and Multi-Agent Systems. Thus, the main objective of the Dagstuhl Seminar
23081 on Agents on the Web was to investigate these new research opportunities, to support
the transfer of knowledge and results across the different communities, and to create a network
of leading scholars and practitioners around these topics. This report documents the seminar’s
program and outcomes. To continue the joint work after the seminar, the seminar participants
created the W3C Autonomous Agents on the Web (WebAgents) Community Group.
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The recent evolution towards hypermedia-driven services, Linked Data, and the Web of Things
is turning the Web into a homogeneous hypermedia fabric that interconnects everything
– devices, physical objects, documents, or abstract concepts. The latest standards on the
Web of Things and (Social) Linked Data allow automated software clients to navigate, query,
observe, and act on this uniform hypermedia fabric. Use cases that have long been envisioned
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for artificial agents on the Web – as published in the original Semantic Web vision in 2001 and
going back to the early days of the Internet – are now closer to their practical implementation
and deployment. Nevertheless, the engineering of such modern Web-based systems poses
research challenges that have yet to be addressed.

Today’s Web-based systems are inherently complex, heterogeneous, and increasingly
dynamic (e.g., especially in the context of the Web of Things). Moreover, the World Wide
Web was designed to be a decentralized system that spans not only geographical boundaries
but also organizational boundaries. In such settings, traditional paradigms for engineering
Web-based systems become impractical. Many of the research questions underlying these
challenges – such as how to design software agents able to cope with complex and dynamic
environments, or how to design and govern interactions in decentralized systems – have
been investigated in research on autonomous agents and multi-agent systems.1 To design a
new generation of Web-based systems, we thus need a broader perspective that can only be
achieved through a concerted effort of several research communities – which, for the purpose
of this seminar, we identified as the communities around Web Architecture and Web of Things,
Semantic Web and Linked Data, and Autonomous Agents and Multi-Agent Systems.

The Dagstuhl Seminar 23081 on Agents on the Web continued to investigate the research
opportunities identified in the Dagstuhl Seminar 21072 on Autonomous Agents on the Web
in order to consolidate the discussions and to continue the transfer of knowledge and results
across the involved research communities. Concretely, the seminar pursued the following
objectives:

to identify and align the various research threads in the targeted communities that are
relevant for advancing the research on Web-based multi-agent systems;
to work towards a shared conceptualization and shared theoretical underpinnings for
Web-based multi-agent systems;
to identify representative use cases in different domains that would help demonstrate the
potential impact of this joint research effort on society and the economy;
to evaluate the state of technologies available for prototyping and deploying Web-based
multi-agent systems.

The main motivation for this seminar was to consolidate a network of senior and young
researchers around the topics. To continue the joint work after the seminar, participants
created the W3C Autonomous Agents on the Web (WebAgents) Community Group.2

The Seminar Format

The seminar brought together 39 participants across the above-mentioned research com-
munities. The 5-day seminar was a blend of presentations, live demonstrators, and group
work structured around three types of sessions:

presentations of position statements: sessions organized on the first day based on position
statements submitted by the seminar participants;
Demos & Tech sessions: sessions organized on the afternoon of the second day for
presenting demonstrators and technologies relevant to the seminar;
working group sessions: sessions organized throughout the week for focused group work
on specific topics identified during the seminar.
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Figure 1 Concept boards used to organize the seminar topics into working groups.

The seminar started with presentations of position statements submitted by participants
to help bootstrap the discussions. Participants were invited to read all submitted position
statements before the seminar and to prepare a 1-minute presentation of their position
statements. To help create a narrative throughout the day, a selection of topics was invited
for 5-minute presentations. The first day ended with a brainstorming session, in which
participants used several concept boards to organize the seminar topics and to form working
groups for the rest of the week.

The first half of the second day started with working group sessions, and the afternoon
was reserved for the Demos & Tech sessions. The objective of these sessions was to ground the
conceptual discussions from the working groups and to paint a picture of what can already
be achieved with existing technologies. In total, these sessions attracted 16 demonstrators,
out of which 7 submitted abstracts for this report (see Section 4).

The rest of the week continued with working group sessions. Beginning of each day,
participants were invited to pitch new ideas for working groups. In addition, a synchronization
session was organized in the middle of the week to review the progress, reinforce bridges
across working groups, and reorganize the working groups if needed. In total, seven working
groups were created and their consolidated discussion summaries are presented in Section 5.

Overview of the Report

This report is organized into four main parts. Section 3 includes the position statements
submitted by seminar participants that were presented during the first day. Section 4 includes
a list of abstracts for several of the demonstrators presented during the seminar. Section 5
includes the reports submitted by the working groups created during the seminar.

1 For a broad overview of this area, we refer the interested reader to: Gerhard Weiss (ed.), Multiagent
Systems (Second Edition), MIT Press, ISBN 978-0262018890, 2013.

2 https://www.w3.org/community/webagents/
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3 Overview of Position Statements

3.1 How to Ensure Agents on the Web are Behaving as Expected?
Cleber Jorge Amaral (Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina, BR)
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Agents have access to an abundance of resources and interactions on the Web. At present,
complex Web agents such as trading bots and personal assistants utilize a combination of
data-driven and symbolic techniques to develop their reasoning capabilities [1]. For the Multi-
Agent Systems (MAS) community, Agent-Oriented Programming (AOP) languages based on
the BDI model of agency, which offers abstractions for knowledge, intentions, objectives, and
plans, forms an excellent foundation for combining different symbolic, stochastic, and sub-
symbolic AI techniques [2]. However, it can be difficult to ensure the behavior of autonomous
and proactive software artifacts is reliable given the diversity of techniques and environment
richness.

Indeed, as the Web offers an unpredictable and dynamic environment and agents are
usually part of a system that contains several agents, it is tough to reproduce and control
interactions of agents with other agents and humans [3]. Besides, it can be hard to test and
even to understand agents as they may present behaviors that have no formal specification
and they can have several alternative plans for achieving a particular goal. Other aspects
such as scaling to numerous autonomous software artifacts running relatively freely in
the environment that can also contain malign agents can be even more problematic [4].

Given the aforementioned difficulties, the following questions can be raised:
How to ensure teleo-reactive agents on the Web are behaving as expected considering a
multiplicity of course of actions that they can take for achieving a particular goal?
How can it be ensured that a new version of a certain MAS is strengthening rather than
weakening in the many scenarios to which the preceding version was subjected?
How can be create reproducible Web environments that are rich in resources, interactions,
and dynamic that can be used as a development sandbox and to compare various
techniques?

References
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3 Linz, Tilo. Testing autonomous systems. The Future of Software Quality Assurance, Springer
International Publishing, 2020. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-29509-7_5

4 Koopman, Philip and Wagner, Michael. Challenges in autonomous vehicle testing and
validation. SAE International Journal of Transportation Safety, 2016. https://www.jstor.
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3.2 Swarm Intelligence for Agents in Smart Edge Environments
Jean-Paul Calbimonte (HES-SO Valais – Sierre, CH)
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Motivation

Smart devices, sensors, autonomous robots, drones, and other similar instruments have
increasingly become pervasive in industrial and home environments, for numerous use-cases
and scenarios. These devices are not limited to the acquisition of data as mere observers
of their surroundings, but they are also capable of actuation, and of potentially complex
processing of rapidly produced data flows. Given their limitations in terms of computational,
storage, and power capabilities, some of these processing features can be delegated to
intermediate edge nodes in a network of smart devices, integrated with cloud interactions
when required. While in simple cases a manual and explicit set up of this infrastructure
is possible, the reality is that more and more use-cases are subject to highly dynamic
changes in the number and type of devices, as well as the nature of their interactions.
Under these conditions it becomes necessary to use higher-level abstractions that allow the
self-organization of smart devices, bringing intelligence to the edge nodes, and allowing the
collaborative distribution of their computational tasks through swarm-inspired behavioral
patterns.

Challenges and open issues

Considering the potential of swarm agents for self-organizing edge nodes and smart devices,
we identify a number of relevant challenges:

Heterogeneous agent knowledge: Multiple schemas and ontologies exist for representing
sensor and IoT devices and data. Are these enough to allow self-organization? [1, 5, 2]
Are there swarm-inspired models that can be propagated to smart edge agents? Can
these act as mediators among devices according to their capabilities? [4]
What is the role of social coordination of agents in a swarm environment? Can the Web
serve as a common place to enable the establishment of inter-deployment knowledge
exchanges? [8]
Negotiation in the context of swarm agents can bring both advantageous optimization
patterns, as well as delays and potential conflicts. It may become crucial to identify ways
of reducing the risks, and to find compromises that adapt to changing situations and
redefinition of goals. [7, 6]
In this context the risks of manipulation and mischievous behaviors is more than plaus-
ible. The conception of integrity, confidence, and transparency mechanisms need to be
integrated into this research road-map.
Edge and sensing devices are often required to acquire and handle sensitive data, which
should be subject to strict privacy constraints, while keeping the computation and
processing goals. [3, 9]

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Opportunities

Addressing these challenges, swarm intelligent agents for smart edge may open a number of
research opportunities:

Semantic representation of shared goals, organization patterns, and behaviors have
the potential to facilitate agent coordination and negotiation in swarm smart edge
environments.
Implementation of low-code solutions can help abstracting the complexity of smart edge
agents, and their deployment under heterogeneous conditions.
Smart edge agents necessarily need to go well beyond the Web as a means to interact.
Nevertheless, the Web offers a solid and standard mechanism to enable the interoperability,
discovery, and accessibility among different swarms.
Fully decentralized swarms of agents can make use of existing approaches for self-
organization that have been successfully used in previous works in other contexts.
Domain-specific deployments can help drive the requirements and implementation of this
idea on different areas including automation, self-driving vehicles, robotics, domotics,
eHealth, etc.
Federated learning and decentralized processing can be adapted to run on swarm agents
for smart edge environments, further expanding their applicability.
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3.3 On Information and Interactions on the Web
Victor Charpenay (Mines Saint-Étienne, FR)
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Information on the Web is (primarily) symbolic

In the past few years, most spectacular advances in research have been made possible by
the Web, to a large extent. The field of computer vision owes much to ImageNet, a dataset
compiled with images found on the Web3. In natural language processing, large language
models such as BERT or GPT are trained on large corpi found on the Web, including
Wikipedia and CommonCrawl4 data.

Yet, the Web holds value in itself not because it makes it easy to publish and access
large dumps of data (most open data is hard to use because it is heterogeneous and lacks
contextual information) but because pieces of information coming from different sources can
easily be interlinked.

That makes the Web a source of information that is essentially relational. The Resource
Description Framework (RDF) captures that essence by restricting its data model to triples
of the form ⟨resource, relation, resource⟩, which generalizes hyperlinks. As a consequence,
Web agents should be able to deal with relational data, if not RDF data.

Information on the Web is (sometimes) approximate

It is legitimate to ask oneself whether the Web would bring anything new to Multi-Agent
System (MAS) design. Because of the genericity of its architectural principles, any MAS can
be implemented on the Web [3]. But is there a MAS that can only be implemented on the
Web? If there is one, it will most likely be at a large scale (both with respect to the size of
the environment and to the complexity of agent behaviors).

As soon as data is exchanged at a large scale, there is a long-tail phenomenon when it
comes to its quality. This phenomenon is well-known among Semantic Web researchers, who
have accepted the fact that information found on the Web is sometimes approximate: few
publishers will spend a significant amount of time on the quality of the data they publish
but most publishers won’t. This was the starting point for the Pedantic Web group5, that
aimed at increasing data quality with low effort (mostly via better tooling).

Accepting approximations requires including a certain amount of statistical inference and
learning in agent design. With the coming of Knowledge Graphs (KG), large collections of
well-known facts [4], it is possible to learn vector representations of resources and relations,
such that an agent can estimate the truth value of unknown ⟨resource, relation, relation⟩
statements. Web agents should be able to leverage KG latent representations.

Interactions on the Web are (strictly) discrete

To act on the Web, agents must fill in forms and send individual requests. This uniform layer
for both agent-to-environment and agent-to-agent interactions requires to describe actions in
terms of input, output, preconditions and effects (IOPE). It also requires that agents have
discrete, symbolic models of perception and action, very different from e.g. models based on
physical simulations.

3 https://image-net.org/about.php
4 https://commoncrawl.org/
5 https://pedantic-web.org/
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Such as statement summons “orthodox” approaches in MAS research, whose common
objective has been to find a logical language that was both easy to understand and expressive
enough to describe any MAS. One can mention e.g. Michael Wooldridge’s Logic of Rational
Agents (LORA) [2] and Michael Fisher’s MetateM [1]. These two languages have not been
widely adopted for specifying agent behaviors but they remain highly relevant for verifying
the behavior of agents that use non-symbolic latent representations.

Both LORA and MetateM rely on temporal logics. The Web Ontology Language
(OWL), which should be the language of choice to model information on the Web, does not
align well with temporal logics. It does, however, easily capture other useful modalities to
express beliefs, knowledge, morality, etc. Web agents should be able to interpret a mixture
of temporal and OWL specifications and have rational (i.e. logical) behaviors with respect
to these specifications.
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3.4 Towards Decentralized Applications based on Protocols, Norms, and
Accountability

Amit K. Chopra (Lancaster University, GB)
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Web applications were envisaged to support social processes, to facilitate interactions between
their users. However, a Web application is a conceptually centralized entity that mediates and,
as exemplified by popular social media platforms, influences and controls their interactions.
Noting this loss of control for users, efforts such as Berners-Lee led Solid are part of the
growing trend toward decentralized data in the Web. However, current efforts do not go
far enough because they ignore the larger issue of how to accommodate the autonomy of
the users. Accommodating autonomy requires not only data decentralization, but also the
representation and decentralization of decision making by users [1].

We advocate thinking of applications fundamentally in terms of decentralized multiagent
systems (MAS), where each agent represents a user and embodies not only control over
the user’s data but also their decision making. We advocate modeling a MAS in terms
of social abstractions such as the norms and protocols that apply to interaction between
users. The norms could pertain to business interactions, privacy, and in general, governance.
Norms give grounding for accountability relationships between users, which are crucial to
understanding reasons for norms violations by users. The big question is how to realize such
a decentralized multiagent system using Web technologies such the HTTP and HATEAOS.
Data semantics promotes interoperability, but we also need interaction semantics, which is
where MAS research shines and provides a basis for logical decentralization.
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3.5 Principled Design of Web-based Multi-Agent Systems
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There has been significant work on engineering Web-based multi-agent systems (MAS), but
several points remain open. Several ideas from the involved research communities appear
fundamental for deriving a principled way forward.

Environment as a First-class Abstraction

In MAS, multiple agents interact in a shared environment – and thus require a supporting
infrastructure to discover other agents, to exchange messages, to coordinate, etc. This led
to the view of the environment as a first-class abstraction in MAS [12] – and even as a
programming abstraction [9] that allows agents to shape their environment such that it better
fits their needs. The separation of concerns between agents and the environment abstraction
is fundamental for engineering Web-based MAS. First, it simplifies integrating architectures
for MAS with the Web Architecture. Second, it allows agents and components in their
environment to be developed, deployed, and evolve independently from one another. Third,
it ensures forward compatibility in long-lived Web-based MAS: the environment abstraction
can reify other existing or future conceptual dimensions in MAS. Together with colleagues, we
have been developing the idea of hypermedia-based environments as a first-class abstraction
in Web-based MAS – and as a conceptual bridge between MAS and the Web [4, 2, 1, 3].

Asynchronous Interaction

It is widely accepted that synchronous interactions are insufficient for engineering MAS (e.g.,
see [10]). The Web was originally built on synchronous interactions between components
– but since then, a plethora of methods and protocols have been developed to support
asynchronous interaction on the Web. Such extensions address requirements beyond the
classic Web Architecture and it is not always obvious how they fit within a REST-style
Web. The reason is that REST, as a coherent closed set of architectural design decisions,
was defined in the mid-90s to meet the needs of the Web at that time – and asynchronous
interaction was not among them [5]. Several generations of researchers have continued to
extend the insights of REST to meet requirements beyond the classic Web Architecture [6].
For example, one such extension is Asynchronous REST [7], which allows clients to observe
resources. A similar method is implemented by CoAP [11].6

6 The Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) is a Web protocol for constrained devices and networks
developed in the context of the Web of Things [11].
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Uniform Knowledge-Level Abstraction

The Web defines a hypermedia-driven, uniformly-accessible, knowledge-level abstraction of
the world.7 If we consider the environment as a first-class abstraction in Web-based MAS,
where the environment can also reify all the other conceptual dimensions in the MAS, then
we have all the elements we need to provide agents with a knowledge-level abstraction of
their system that they can also interact with [1]. What remains is to ensure that agents are
able to both perceive and act on their hypermedia-based environment in a uniform way.

Situatedness and Embodiement

The dominant view in AI research is that intelligent behavior is closely related to the
environment an agent occupies and is not disembodied [13]. This view emerged in the late
’80s in close relationship with research on intelligent robots [8], which are naturally situated
and embodied in a physical environment. On the Web, there is no implicit support for
situatedness and embodiment: e.g., multiple agents can browse the same website without
being aware of other agents. However, there are also no inherent limitations: if we consider
the environment as a first-class abstraction in Web-based MAS, then the hypermedia-based
environment can be designed to provide agents with various levels of support for situatedness
and embodiment – it is merely a design choice.
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3.6 Towards a Low Entry Barrier for Agents on the Web
Stephen Cranefield (University of Otago, NZ)
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Introduction

The Web was explicitly designed to allow sharing of information in an open, extensible and
scalable way. When considering how agents might enhance the Web, or vice versa, it is useful
to revisit Hewitt’s requirements for open systems [1]: (1) continuous change and evolution,
(2) arm’s-length relationships and decentralized decision making, (3) accommodation of
perpetual inconsistency among knowledge bases, (4) the need for negotiation among system
components, and (5) recognition of the inadequacy of the closed-world assumption. These
challenges have long been tackled by MAS research, which raises the question of what new
challenges must be addressed to make agents on the Web a viable technology.

Fielding [2, Ch. 4] presents and motivates the following requirements of the Web architec-
ture: (a) a a low entry barrier, (b) extensibility, (c) a distributed hypermedia model (in which
application control information [is] embedded within, or as a layer above, the presentation of
information”), and (d) the ability to work at internet scale, implying a need for (i) anarchic
scalability (essentially graceful handling of unanticipated situations) and (ii) independent
deployment of architectural elements in a partial, iterative fashion”. In the MAS context, the
dynamic application control that emerges from the proactivity and autonomy of agents can
be seen as a natural generalisation of the traditional Web’s distributed hypermedia model.

I believe that requirements b, c (in its generalised form) and d(ii) have been well
addressed in MAS research (outside the specific context of the Web), but requirements a
(low entry barrier) and, to a lesser extent, d(i) have lacked significant attention by MAS
researchers.
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What does a low entry barrier look like for agents on the Web?

It is my observation that over time, much MAS research has shifted away from a peer-to-peer
model of agent interaction, in which coordination mechanisms and social intelligence are
located within the agents, towards a combination of agent-level and system-level design,
where the desired properties of an MAS are supported by specific system architectures,
services and protocols. While this is entirely appropriate for specific closed application areas
(e.g. smart traffic control), I am sceptical that this approach will provide a low entry barrier
to making agents a viable and accepted technology (in general) on the Web. Furthermore,
we need to make it easier for non-specialist programmers to create and deploy agents on
the Web, and limit the requirement to learn specialist agent programming languages and
middleware. To this end, I make the following recommendations:

Provide convenient interfaces between the agent model and conventional programming
languages, information models and coordination tools (e.g. [3, 4]).
Avoid creating MAS-specific middleware and instead use mainstream or at least domain-
independent alternatives (e.g. [5, 6]).
If really necessary, make any newly proposed “Web agent” standards as generic and
simple as possible.
Where possible, locate social intelligence within agents without reliance on “the system”,
but . . .
provide individual agent reasoning components as application- and domain-independent
libraries or services (e.g. [7]).
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3.7 Society = Autonomy + Adaptation
Jérôme Euzenat (INRIA Grenoble Rhône-Alpes, Saint Ismier, FR & Univ. Grenoble-Alpes,
FR)
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What makes a true lively society is the capability of their members to autonomously adapt
to others. It is not a set of norms cast in iron, be they programming norms or ’legal norms’.
It is a set of beings trying to behave with others.

This behaviour may lead to explicit norms that make explicit what should not have/need
to be reinvented, but they may well remain implicit, hence continuously adapted.

We should design software agents so that they are able to elaborate what drives their
(social but not only) behaviours. They should be allowed to try, to make mistakes, and to
transmit what they know. This is the ground on which evolution may happen. This capacity
is what should be built in agents in order for them to behave without breaking too many
things.

The goal is not to reach a static equilibrium: in an open-ended agent space there are
always opportunities to learn new things, meet new people and visit new places. Hence,
rather than the state reached by agents, this is they ability to surf a dynamic disequilibrium
that must be sought.

This statement is somewhat made for triggering reactions within the seminar. It reacts
to the apparent loss of autonomy of agents. It also extend the one I did for the previous
seminar.

3.8 Multi-Agent Systems on the Web as a Special Kind of Knowledge
Graphs Ecosystems

Catherine Faron (Université Côte d’Azur – Sophia Antipolis, FR)
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I am interested in the management of knowledge graphs ecosystems on the Web, i.e. the
modelling and exploitation of the relationships between not only resources within knowledge
graphs, but also the particular resources that are knowledge graphs themselves. By nature,
a knowledge graph represents and organises within it descriptions of resources of all types:
factual knowledge (from data), procedural knowledge (rules, business processes), domain
knowledge (schemas, thesauri, ontologies). At the same time, these knowledge graphs are
themselves resources, which have links between each other and need to be described for their
management and exploitation. The same models and languages can be used for intra- and
inter-graph knowledge management.

My assumption is that Web agents and their interactions within Multi-Agents Systems
can be represented and managed as a special kind of knowledge graphs ecosystems, relying
on the Solid Protocol specification.
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3.9 Governing Communities of Autonomous Agents and People on the
Web Using Social Norms

Nicoletta Fornara (University of Lugano, CH)
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Social norms and policies are fundamental for governing communities of autonomous agents
and people on the Web. Various research communities have developed various models
designed to formalise different types of norms and policies and to offer various types of
automatic reasoning services on these norms. The MAS community has been focused on
proposing models for the formal specification of social norms and contracts able to express
different types of normative concepts, e.g. obligations, prohibitions, and permissions and
on the definition of frameworks for reasoning on norms. An important connection between
the MAS and the Semantic Web communities is represented by those norm models that use
Semantic Web technologies for defining some components of the norms and for defining their
operational semantics, like the OWL-POLAR framework [4] and the T-Norm model [1, 2].
Another policy language based on semantic web technologies is ODRL 2.2 8 which is a W3C
Recommendation since 15 February 2018. It is a policy expression language that can be
used to represent permitted, prohibited, and obliged actions over a certain asset. ODRL 2.2
has no formal semantics and I am currently cooperating with other members of the ODRL
Community Group for proposing a Formal Semantics9 for the language.

All these studies can be a starting point for the engineering and development of mechanisms
for governing the interactions of autonomous agents and people on the Web.

It is probably unthinkable that we would reach an agreement on a common model for
specifying norms and policies for all web applications, perhaps it is more reasonable to
take the path of studying which norms can be formalised with which languages and how to
translate norms from one formalisation to another. An initial study in this direction is [3].

It is also difficult to imagine that people not specifically trained could formalise the norms
and policies governing the use of their data or of their interactions, so methods have to be
devised that can assist such formalisation or vice versa that can describe in natural language
the content of norms written in a formal language so that human beings can understand
them.10

8 https://www.w3.org/TR/odrl-model/
9 https://w3c.github.io/odrl/formal-semantics/
10 Funded by the SNSF (Swiss National Science Foundation) grant no. 200021_175759/1.
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3.10 Finding the Critical MAS(S): Resources and Representations
Needed for Weaving a Web that Hosts Linked Multi-Agent
Systems

Fabien Gandon (INRIA – Sophia Antipolis, FR)
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A small but viral first hMAS. Linked Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) is a vision where MAS
are linked through their resources and representations on the Web to allow us to turn the Web
into an architecture supporting a network of interoperable MAS. One of the hardest tasks for
Tim Berners-Lee in the early 90s was to make people imagine a world with a fully deploy Web
and that we have the same cold-start problem with the Agents on the Web [1]. I still believe
this to be a strategic question in 2023. In Hypermedia Multi-Agent Systems (hMAS), agents
operate on an homogeneous hypermedia fabric that interconnects heterogeneous resources.
The Web is the distributed hypermedia that has become the primary software architecture
for applications on the Internet but not for Multi-Agent Systems, at least not yet. We are
getting closer but we are not there and, in my opinion, a key step is to identify at least
one use case that, not only could demonstrate hMAS but, more importantly, that has the
potential to reach a critical mass of usage, the tipping point of a network effect like it was
the case in the past successes of the Web [2].

The right metadata soil for growing hMAS. A lot of effort has been invested in knowledge
acquisition and knowledge publication. We participated to that effort, with methods to index
(IndeGx) [4], visualize (Kartographi) and annotate (Metadatamatic) linked data(sets)[5].
But for a first viral hMAS to happen we need the right breeding ground, we need to target
metadata that have an impact on targeted adopters, largest users’ community, etc. Moreover,
with native mechanisms such as conneg (content negotiation over HTTP) the Web can do
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much more and support adaptative knowledge exchange of customized representations for
human and software agents. The Web has the potential to support profile-based knowledge
negotiation for AI methods to obtain or contribute the type of knowledge they can process.
Such an open negotiation could also be a key enabler for forward compatibility in open
hMAS.

The position of hMAS in the effort of (re)decentralization. Even more than AI, it is
distributed AI that has a rendezvous with the Web [3]. By nature, the distributed artificial
intelligence paradigm of MAS can participate to the (re-)decentralization of applications
and their architectures in general, and on the Web in particular with hMAS. This requires
positioning hMAS w.r.t. other initiatives like SOLID. Decentralization in general, has to
consider many fronts (architecture, applications, data, schemata) at the same time and
hMAS, in particular, will have to consider all of them too.

Extend and make easier the existing solutions. hMAS must be conceived as an extension
of the Web and not as another Web or as a Web apart. The futures of the Web must be
suited both for “software- and human-agents” [6] and it may reopen the discussion on the
relation between humans and agents in MAS both conceptually and practically. This may
also echo discussions on other current trends in computer science such as the topic of digital
twins (for artefacts, for users, etc.). Finally I would like to conclude on a “meta-risk”: In
the history of computer science, we have many examples of a language, an architecture or
a tool being reinvented because the previous ones had become too complex for newcomers,
for simple use cases, etc. In what we will propose we must thrive to avoid the Déjà Vu of a
technology stack that becomes too complex with an adoption cost too high and making the
bed for the temptation to create something initially seemingly simpler on the side but that
will end up being the first layer of a new technology stack continuing the cycle of reinventing
languages, architectures, formats, etc. again and again.
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3.11 About the Place of Agents in the Web
Jomi Fred Hübner (Federal University of Santa Catarina, BR)
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In an integration perspective, we can face two problems when considering agents and the
web:
1. how agents can use web resources and
2. how web applications can use agents.
While the former problem is addressed by some proposals, the latter case is mostly ignored.
Of course, these problems can not be addressed considering the web simply as a kind of
transport layer. A proper integration requires a better conceptualization. These problems
are related to the third research question of the seminar: “How to design, represent, and
reason about inter-actions among autonomous agents, people, and any other resources on
the Web?”

An important aspect regarding the second problem is how to present agents to the web
keeping their main property: autonomy. Moreover, it would be interesting to keep agents
as cognitive entities and interact with them such as. This problem brings thus some initial
questions:

Is an agent web interface (like REST API) enough?
Is it possible to include an agent in the web presenting it by means of a Thing Description?
What kind of ’resource’ is an autonomous agent?
Can we conceive and develop tools (on the agent side) that can help this integration?

Ideally, we can imagine a scenario where an ordinary web developer is able to reuse available
agents on the web while developing an application. We may require that he/she knows what
an agent is. However, we should not require that he/she transform his/her application into
an agent.

My preference to approach this problem is from an engineering perspective and based on
application scenarios.

My assumption is that agents will be useful for the web only if they can be easily used by
the web. Moreover, I would avoid a reductionist approach (e.g., transforming agents into
services).

3.12 Towards an Analysis-oriented Perspective on Agent-oriented
Abstractions for the Web

Timotheus Kampik (Umeå University, SE & SAP Signvavio – Berlin, DE)
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When studying the engineering of multi-agent systems, the notion of an agent is typically
seen as a design abstraction, i.e., as a tool that directly facilitates implementation. However,
one may argue that in the context of complex, large-scale socio-technical systems such as the
Web, the suitability of an abstraction as a facilitator of run-time analysis is just as or even
more important than design-time advantages: after all, it is only during run-time that a
software artifact is fully exposed to the technical and social complexities of the larger system,
often in unanticipated ways.
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Generally, this idea is not new and has, indeed, informed fundamental research on the
foundations of knowledge representation and reasoning that multi-agent systems rest upon.
For example, in a seminal 1985 paper, the principle of cautious monotonicity in expert
systems was motivated by the need to determine whether a system whose domain-specific
purpose is unknown or has been obscured still behaves “logically” (in the colloquial sense) [4].
From an application-oriented perspective, recent research results have provided first evidence
that the notion of an agent can potentially aid the discovery of symbolic models from system
logs, and in particular facilitate the mining of Petri nets that represent behavioral models of
agents’ actions and interactions [6, 7], following the established research direction of agent
mining [3].

However, the design abstractions that the academic multi-agent systems community
advocates for appear to be primarily based on philosophical concepts of reasoning, such as
the well-known belief-desire-intention model [1, 2], and not on real-world requirements for
facilitating run-time interpretability of behaviors in socio-technical systems. Consequently,
we consider the following research question as particularly promising in the context of “agents
on the Web” research:

How can agent-oriented abstractions facilitate the run-time analysis of complex socio-
technical systems on the Web?

For example, the notions of beliefs and belief revision [5] can potentially be used to explain
misaligned behaviors of several agents (caused by inconsistent beliefs), as well as apparently
inconsistent behavior by one particular agent (caused by belief change) over time. Yet, beliefs
are rarely used as abstractions in software engineering. Although much has been written
about the mathematical foundations of belief revision, no comprehensive body of works that
puts beliefs into the context of “mainstream”, large-scale software engineering seems to exist.
This apparent gap in the literature may warrant further investigation.
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3.13 Agent-based Information Systems Built on Read-Write Linked
Data
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The web architecture has scaled to a global information exchange infrastructure, but in
contrast to other architectures, it comes with peculiar constraints, summarised in the REST
architectural style [8]. Augmented with knowledge representation using semantic technologies,
thus forming Read-Write Linked Data [1], the web presents us with a substrate for integration
on the component interaction and data level, i. e. a substrate for interoperability. As such,
Read-Write Linked Data is built on standards that are simple yet powerful, such as HTTP
and RDF [7, 5]. The underpinnings, their simplicity and formal properties allow for layering
approaches for behaviour on top, such as [10, 11].

As the scalability and the adoption of the web has been attributed to its basic standards [8],
I would argue that if we want to bring agents to the web, the community should only cautiously
extend the underpinnings by inventing extensions and alternatives to the standards for data
transmission (HTTP) and data description (RDF), and rather try to embrace the power of
what exists and built agent-based systems on top:

Alternatives to HTTP data transmission include SPARQL over HTTP [6], SPARQL with
web preemption [12], Linked Data Fragments [14], RDF streaming [13]; RDF is currently
being extended to RDF-star [9]. Instead, Linked Data Notifications [3] work in a RESTful
manner avoiding the need for streaming for notifications about updates, and the proposal
of the data interoperability panel [2] allows for describing subdivisions of data that are
accessible in a RESTful manner, instead of querying for triple fragments.

With a cleanly defined substrate, and I prefer Read-Write Linked Data, let us go and
connect techniques from agent systems and multi-agent systems intelligently with the web
architecture [4].
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3.14 Old Agents, New Environments: Open Issues and Unexpected
Opportunities
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Hypermedia provides for a new infrastructure and paradigm to design agents’ virtual environ-
ments, as well as (mediated) interactions. The Web of Things pushes this further to physical
environments, through actuators encapsulated as hypermedia resources. Should the web bear
responsibility for enabling, mediating, and controlling access to them? Probably not. Digital
Twins could, in turn providing services as hypermedia resources. But can they cope with
the web openness and dynamism? Can agents, while preserving autonomy? Probably yes,
provided they can learn.

Acting through hypermedia

Quoting from the seminar “manifesto”:

“The latest standards allow clients not only to browse and query, but also to observe
and act on this hypermedia fabric.”

In a Web of Things perspective what does it even mean for agents to act in a hyper-
media environment? What can agents expect as action feedback and outcomes? Are there
implications for physical resources? What are the commitments agents should hold to when
providing hypermedia-accessible resources and services? What is the impact on agents’
architecture, if any?
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Openness + dynamism = autonomy + _?

Given that:

“[. . . ] the dynamic and open nature of these systems requires components to be
deployed and to evolve independently from one another.”
“Autonomy is [. . . ] agent’s ability to operate on its own, without the need of direct
intervention of other people or other agents.”
“[. . . ] hard-coding rules into agents [. . . ] would be impractical in an environment as
open and complex as the Web.”

what is the missing factor in the heading equation, if any?

Digital Twins, Agents’ other half

Digital Twins have already been framed within MAS as a novel abstraction to engineer
virtual environments deeply bonded with the physical one. Hypermedia can fit in the picture
by standardasing the means by which such environment is distributed, accessed to, and
operated on.

Learning to the rescue

Openness + dynamism = autonomy + learning. Do we agree that learning is the best way
to deal with open and dynamic environments in autonomous way? If so, has hypermedia
any value to add to agents’ learning experience? Hypermedia can be the shared learning
environment where agents learn (i) the structure of the world, (ii) how do they capabilities
match the environment affordances, (iii) how to achieve their own goals given so, (iv) whether
other agents can help or interfere. Most importantly, agents can make the learnt knowledge,
behaviours, and decision making policies available to others as hypermedia resources and
services, thus communicating via the very same environment they live within, in a stigmergic
way.

Conclusion

I hope that the role of mediation between agents, an hypermedia environment, and the
physical world can be discussed and clarified, especially with respect to the Digital Twin
abstraction. I also hope that learning, as the cornerstone form of adaptation, is not left out
of the picture, as it would be a missed opportunity.

3.15 Pervasive Autonomous Systems: So Much to Learn from One
Another

Simon Mayer (Universität St. Gallen, CH)
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I would like to share a particularly stimulating finding that could act as an example and also
as a motivator in our attempt to find a common language to identify, discuss, and solve the
issues on our path to Internet-scalable communities of autonomous agents and people who
work together to seamlessly allocate concerns and reach their objectives. To support more
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efficient agent-environment interaction, we recently proposed that the environment might
contain signification that is personalized at run time to each agent that roams it [9, 5]. This
was inspired by affordance theory [3] and computer scientists, philosophers, and psychologists
who built on top of it (e.g., [7, 6, 1], and the basic idea is visible all around us: in (well-
designed) signs, furniture, and, famously, door handles [6]. When designed well, signifiers
become environmental cues that can be intuitively and reliably discovered and interpreted to
provide guidance to agents who roam an environment about what are the possible behaviors
and how these behaviors can be performed [9]. However, importantly, while in classical
ecology signifiers are assumed to be run-time static and can only be designed a priori and
with respect to agent stereotypes rather than actual agent features that are measured at run
time, we may drop these constraints in virtual environments and, more and more, in physical
environments as well. For this reason – and driven by advancements from material science
to human-computer interaction – I expect that the findings of our Dagstuhl community for
supporting autonomous agents have a high potential to be re-applied to human-computer
interaction and, using HCI as a vehicle, to classical ecology. We expect that already in
the near future, personalized content will be delivered to humans not only through Web
browsers and other digital mediation (e.g., mobile apps) but through technologies that
mediate individual or group experiences of physical reality as well. This delivery may happen
through projected or head-worn Mixed Reality, but also through other sensory modalities such
as audio [12], haptics [4], or vestibular stimulation [8]; objects in our physical environments
with communication and processing abilities [10] might also alter experienced realities directly
– e.g., in the context of self-balancing bicycles [11] where it has been shown that users prefer
to experience artificially decreased tilting when turning – agent-personalized physics?

Regarding the cognitive dimension, some of these concerns are certainly best left to
statistical approaches, in particular if abundant training data is available and can be
processed relatively efficiently; others are to be allocated to symbolic systems, not only if
more easily accessible explanations of the system’s behavior are desired; we should further
support neurosymbolic combinations – to this end, I find the current developments in the
field of semantic scene understanding (cf. [2]) particularly well-accessible and transferable;
and finally, possibly, there will be tasks that humans are well-suited to solve, and that we
also enjoy solving. Let us together work on an architecture that will permit the integration
of such heterogeneous systems, including means for environments to support autonomous
behavior in agent-agent and agent-environment interaction, means to design and govern
communities of autonomous entities towards achieving organizational goals, and means to
foster the adoption potential of our approaches into more real use cases.
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Goal-oriented user interaction is a promising new interaction paradigm for collaborative
environments of heterogeneous distributed human, software, and hardware agents in the
context of IoT. Unlike traditional programming-based approaches, which necessitates knowing
and identifying available and potentially transient agents as well as explicitly giving them
commands, goal-oriented approaches automatically identify a solution to fulfill a human
user’s goal [2, 4]. The goal can be expressed in a multimodal fashion through channels such
as voice, visual programming, gestures or haptic interaction [5].

There are several categories of approaches used for determining an appropriate sequence of
actions for the available agents to fulfill the user’s goals such as semantic reasoning, symbolic
AI automated planners, or reinforcement learning. Planners perform well when they have a
complete understanding of how the world evolves as a result of various actions. However,
the deployment of planning for dynamic WoT environments is algorithmically complex and
can result in unacceptable response delays, especially when executed on energy-efficient edge
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devices [3]. The Reinforcement Learning paradigm, on the other hand, does not require prior
knowledge and instead involves exploration of the state-action space [1]. In WoT application
scenarios actions of physical devices have an effect on the physical environments, therefore
applying reinforcement learning is often impossible as this would result in unexplainable
system behaviors via arbitrary device activations.

A novel idea would be to consider exploration not only in isolated multi-agent environ-
ments, but also in large-scale distributed multi-agent environments, allowing for exploration
to be distributed and knowledge to be shared across them. This would reduce the negative
impact on individual environments while also allowing for the optimization of complex
decision making via large-scale distributed agent collaboration. Furthermore, due to the
decentralized and distributed nature of the learning process, it would help to preserve privacy
and data security, especially important in applications involving sensitive data.

Exploration from environments that are different could cause the inferred decisions to be
misjudged. However, we argue that for environments like smart homes which are characterized
by many different homes providing a large amount of learning data, a limited number of device
types, and a limited number of device instances. Due to these characteristics, the chances of
goals overlapping are higher, enabling autonomous learning with heuristics. Some research
challenges that need to be considered are data aggregation on edge devices, variation of the
environments, semantic interoperability, noisy and incomplete data, and data anonymization.

An idea worth discussion in the seminar would be identifying dimensions of the suitability
of the different methods across three targeted application areas.
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3.17 Integrating Multi-Agent Systems within Web-based Microservices
Architectures – Multi-Agent MicroServices (MAMS)
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In [2], Hubner discussed the need for not only agents interacting with services, but also the
ability for services to be able to interact with agents. This is the vision of the Multi-Agent
MicroServices [4] architecture. Although interaction between agents and Web services is not
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a new concept, with [3] being an example of such a system, the key distinction is that the
agents in those systems are external to their environment and are not directly accessible
entities. Our goal with the MAMS architecture was to introduce the idea of immersing
agents within the environment of the Web and allowing them to expose individual aspects
of their agent “body” as directly queryable virtual resources. By integrating Multi-Agent
Systems (MAS) with Microservices (MS) the MS community benefits from the plethora of
research that has been done on fully encapsulated entities interacting and how to handle
the interactions between individual, fully-encompassed entities, while the MAS community
benefits by enabling agents to utilise the ecology of tools built to support the MS community.

One of the key inspirations for this vision is the HATEOAS principle set forth by Roy
Fielding in his description of the REST architectural paradigm [1]. In order to adhere to this
principle, each virtual resource that the agent exposes, must have a hypermedia representation
with actionable links available in order to facilitate state transitions of the resource. By
providing a hypermedia body for each resource of the agent, we are embodying the agent
within the Web environment, making it identifiable to the other entities that inhabit it.

Each virtual resource, an example of which could be to display a history of interactions
with other entities as a log in order to to represent a public persona to other entities in
the environment, or an inbox resource that entities can use to communicate with the agent.
In order to immerse agents within a Web-based environment, a hypermedia representation
is necessary. The current industry standard in microservices architectures for providing
a hypermedia representation of the possible actions for a microservice is the OpenAPI
specification. However, by using Linked Data representations, such as the Hydra specification
[5], service descriptions can provide a level of detail and ontological context that you cannot
achieve by strictly using data representations such as XML or JSON. The Hydra specification
allows users to define the inputs and outputs of a resource, the HTTP operations that are
accepted in its current state.

The importance of this level of detail is apparent when you start to envision components
built as microservices, agent enabled or not, with a description of what it can provide that is
consumable by other entities within the Web environment. This can allow interactions with
Web-baed microservices to occur in an ad-hoc fashion, with all the necessary information for
interaction being available to construct requests being directly available in the hypermedia.
Additionally, by utilising Linked Data compliant hypermedia representations, the MAS
community can make use of the abundance of tools developed for the Semantic Web community
to store and manipulate Linked Data. By enabling autonomous agents with the ability to
explore resources, reason about their capabilities, see how they line up with their goals and
then utilise them if necessary all through the use of hypermedia, we are allowing machines
to utilise the Web in the same manner as humans. This is a step towards the serendipitous
use of the Web from the perspective of machines.
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Figure 2 architecture for neurosymbolic cognitive agents.

3.18 Human-like AI for Artificial General Intelligence
Dave Raggett (W3C – United Kingdom, GB)
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According to Arthur C. Clarke, any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable
from magic, and this increasingly applies to the remarkable advances in the field of artificial
intelligence, in particular, to large language models and image generators. There are lots
of opportunities for the Intelligent Web of Things as agents that can communicate, learn
and reason like we do, supporting human-machine collaboration to boost productivity and
standards of living.

Symbolic AI is falling behind relative to neural networks, but both have strengths and
weaknesses. Symbolic AI is hard to scale up due to a dependency on expensive hand-
crafted knowledge. Neural networks, by contrast, can be easily scaled using larger datasets.
Neurosymbolic AI combines the strengths of both approaches, yielding better explainability
and enabling semantic interoperability for inter-system communication. There are plenty
of opportunities for scaling across the computing continuum from the network edge to the
cloud.

Stanovich’s tripartite model of mind distinguishes the autonomous mind, the algorithmic
mind and the reflective mind. The first is associated with type 1 cognition, which is fast,
automatic and opaque. The second and third use type 2 cognition, which is slow, deliberative
and open to introspection. This is formed by linking together type 1 processes using working
memory to form a chain of thought.

Neurosymbolic systems combine neural networks with symbolic approaches, including
back-end information technology systems, sensors and actuators. A natural next step
would be to integrate neural networks with cognitive databases that combine symbolic and
sub-symbolic approaches.

The Plausible Knowledge Notation (PKN) is an example of how to provide richer semantics
compared to W3C’s Resource Description Framework (RDF). PKN supports properties,
relations and implications, combined with qualitative metadata and scopes; imprecise concepts
and quantifiers, along with analogical reasoning.

Plausible reasoning is a form of argumentation for everyday knowledge, i.e. knowledge
that is often uncertain, imprecise, incomplete and inconsistent. In place of logical proof,
we have multiple lines of argument for and against the premise in question, just as in the
courtroom.
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The large language model ChatGPT is remarkably good at plausible reasoning, but can
make human-like errors due to careless assumptions. Reinforcement learning with human
feedback is proving effective in training large language model for specific tasks, e.g. to solve
a range of math and physics problems.

Some outstanding research challenges include:
Faster and smarter learning by mimicking human learning using a combination of type 1
and type 2 cognition.
Taming catastrophic interference when learning new tasks.
Earning trust through citing provenance and avoiding careless mistakes.
Integrating episodic memory and continual learning through instruction, observation and
experience.
Reflective cognition and support for theory of mind for self and others.
Acquisition and use of implicit, and explicit, behavioural norms.
Shared cognitive databases for enabling hive minds where knowledge gained by one agent
is immediately available to all other agents in the hive.
Agent-Client confidentiality and policy-based data sharing.

Researchers should be encouraged by Jeremy Howard and Sylvain Gugger (FastAI), who
say that breakthrough work in deep learning absolutely does not require access to vast
resources, elite teams or advanced math!

Human-like AI will be hugely disruptive to web search, improved personal privacy and
ecosystems of services. This includes personal agents that safeguard your privacy, help
you with your health, financial affairs, education and so forth; policing fake news and
malicious posts; agents communicating with other agents to find and provide services in open
decentralised ecosystems; agents on the Web, in the Metaverse, as robots and embedded in
other devices, including cars; in short, the intelligent Web of Things!

For more details, see: https://www.w3.org/2023/02-Raggett-towards-AGI.pdf/

3.19 Ontologies with Temporal Logics Allow Hypermedia Agents to
Make Plans

Daniel Schraudner (Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg, DE)

License Creative Commons BY 4.0 International license
© Daniel Schraudner

Joint work of Daniel Schraudner, Andreas Harth

Hypermedia agents are agents that are situated in a hypermedia environment, like e.g. the
Web. These agents can interact with artifacts using HTTP methods on resources that are
managed by Web servers and interconnected via hypermedia.

Possible interactions for agents are mediated by affordances which in the Web usually are
links and forms. I.e. hypermedia agents can follow links to get information about artifacts
and can submit forms in order to change the current state of an artifact.

In hypermedia graphs like the web the number of affordances for an agents usually gets
quite large very fast. Agents can find out which links to follow in order to get certain
information by utilizing ontologies. An ontology could e.g. have the following two axioms:

Coffee ⊏ Beverage ⊓ ∃.madeOutOf.CoffeeBean

CoffeeBean ⊏ ∃.hasSort.{arabica, robusta}

https://www.w3.org/2023/02-Raggett-towards-AGI.pdf
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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This allows an agent that knows the resource of a coffee to infer that it has to follow the
links of types madeOutOf and hasSort in order to find out the bean sort of the coffee.

Manipulating the state of artifacts, however, is not that straight-forward. A coffee Web
service e.g., will need an agent to place a valid order by changing the state of a resource
through a form. Afterwards the artifacts will carry out actions that again change their state,
e.g. by creating a finished coffee resource (reactivity of artifacts).

Getting a finished coffee resource is usually the goal of an agent placing a coffee order –
however, hypermedia agents have no possibility to infer that a valid coffee order will eventually
lead to a finished coffee resource by using an ontology.

To solve this problem, we suggest using Temporal Description Logics (ontologies enriched
with Temporal Logics) in order to give agent information about how to manipulate the state
of artifacts in order to get the wanted reaction of the artifacts. Temporal Description Logics
offer the possibility to define temporal concepts, like e.g.:

♢Coffee ≡ OrderedCoffee ⊓ ∃hasPayment.ValidPayment

This axiom defines that a coffee order that has a valid payment will eventually lead to a
finished Coffee resource (as per reaction of the artifact).

An agent that has the goal to get a coffee can now utilize the ontology to infer how it has
to manipulate its environment using forms in order to reach its goal.

Having a method to reason about the consequences of their actions will allow hypermedia
agents to combine multiple actions to make sophisticated plans in order to achieve complex
goals (actually getting a coffee already might require a two-step plan of an agent as it might
need to create a OrderedCoffee and a ValidPayment resource by using different forms).

3.20 Rethinking Agents and Meaning over the Web of Things
Munindar P. Singh (North Carolina State University – Raleigh, US)

License Creative Commons BY 4.0 International license
© Munindar P. Singh

This position paper takes a fresh look at how we ought to understand autonomy and meaning
on the web in relation to the needs of flexibility and governance and with respect to system
architecture.

Positions

I take two positions that are well-aligned with the objectives of this Dagstuhl Seminar but
nevertheless are departures from what the communities represented in this seminar have
primarily pursued.

First, we ought to find new ways to unite the distinct concerns of autonomy, interaction,
meaning, and sensing to produce well-governed systems of agents on the web. This position is
that our conceptions of these elements must be rethought (and refactored and reconstructed)
with awareness of the kinds of usage scenarios that we wish to support.

Second, we should dispense with the traditional conception of a layered system architecture.
Black-box layering is dead, or ought to be.
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Concepts

Many of the common approaches to multiagent systems (MAS) are conventional in their
outlook: they adopt traditional programming abstractions for the most part albeit with a
dose of AI, such as through logic programming (with facts interpreted as knowledge and
inference rules as plans). This MAS-lite attitude is intended to facilitate adoption of MAS
technologies by practitioners versed in traditional methods. The attitude has produced mixed
success at best. We would be better served by emphasizing rather than hiding our strengths.

Autonomy

The common realization of autonomy in MAS allows interference from organizational con-
straints and from the infrastructure. Agents can be blocked from violating norms by the
so-called governors in organizations. The infrastructure is set up to control the order in
which an agent observes events even when they is no physical reason for such ordering (e.g.,
because the events have occurred and information about them has already arrived). The net
result of focusing on and adopting traditional software assumptions is that autonomy, which
would be the main contribution of the MAS field, is sacrificed. Once it is sacrificed, the
traditional approaches are perfectly adequate: why would anyone include any MAS at all?

Further, the increasing realization of the importance to ethics in AI provides a challenge
and an opportunity. Our current techniques don’t facilitate support moral autonomy in its
general Kantian sense [9, 11] nor do they correspond to human behavior (beliefs and desires
are in general not precursors to behavior).

Meaning

This seminar’s description and indeed much of computer science talks of semantics as the only
kind of meaning. But classically, that is not so [5, 8]. Semantics is the aspect of the meaning
of a representation that can be computed from the representation. But what matters more is
pragmatics, which is the meaning of a representation that relies upon the context [8]. Even
something as simple as understanding pronouns thus involves pragmatics.

Semantics is valuable when we can get it. Semantics gives us reusability and easier
standardization but at the cost of flexibility. In particular, in multiagent systems on the web,
a large part of the context is built by the agents themselves. How language is used and how
its usage and meaning evolve fall in the realm of pragmatics.

For agents on the web, meaning would include practices that they establish (e.g., norms
and conventions) or which emerge through their interactions. For example, if a bank processes
deposits to your account each night before withdrawals, the outcome would be different than
if it did so in the reverse order or in the order in which deposits and withdrawals arrived.

What we need are methods to induce semantics from the pragmatics, which would give us
gains in transparency and interpretability. Such methods would apply continually to account
for the evolution of a sociotechnical system.

Interaction

Conventionally, interaction is modeled from the perspective of its initiator: e.g., as the caller
of a method or the sender of a (synchronous or asynchronous) message.

But what an interaction is depends on how it is construed. An agent may act morally,
violate social norms, suffer a loss, inflict pain or pleasure by taking an action in a particular
setting. Moreover, two or more agents may jointly invent a new language or introduce
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or deprecate some meanings by their collaborative actions. Thus, how we understand
interaction interplays with autonomy and meaning. Also, interaction can provide a basis for
conceptualizing more elaborate agents out of ensembles of agents based on how they interact
with effects on their abilities [6] and intentions [7], to mention two works from the early days
of the field.

Architecture

A key guiding principle in system design is the end-to-end argument. If a functionality is
potentially needed at one layer, it ought not be supported from a lower layer: either the
functionality is superfluous and never used or incomplete and the upper layer needs to redo it.

Time and again, software library developers and even standards groups find themselves
contravening the end-to-end argument. They give arguments such as the need for performance
of some shape or form. I am reminded here of Don Knuth’s dictum on premature optimization
being the root of all evil.

But perhaps these seemingly unprincipled developers (and groups) are on to something.
Taking as a given that the needs that motivate these developers are legitimate as is the end-to-
end argument, we should move away from the notion of layers that are fixed across application
environments. That is, if developers find it necessary to break the layer encapsulation, maybe
that wasn’t such a great abstraction to begin with.

We need architectures in which policies addressing different aspects of interaction can be
composed. Let’s consider retrying transmissions as an example. An interaction may (or may
not) be retried upon failure depending on the pragmatics of the application and knowledge of
the state of the infrastructure. For example, an action of a physician, patient, and pharmacy
to refill a prescription may be retried by just the patient and pharmacy (if the physician’s
component had progressed sufficiently). Or, the action may be retried with the physician’s
assistant on the physician’s behalf. Or, the retry may be dropped if the patient has met
their need through another source. That is, high-level reasoning may be used to handle
something as simple as retrying. This view contrasts with many communication protocols
that hardcode this functionality, thereby violating the end-to-end argument.

Traditionally, the layers corresponded to different potential businesses. The physical layer
is about wires and radios to get a signal across; the network layer is about routing packets;
and so on. Thus the layers were standardized and different businesses could build products
for them. That is a desirable feature. But we could potentially support greater transparency
into each layer as well as greater control. For example, visibility into the nonfunctional
properties of a lower layer may help an upper layer adapt better in itself and control the
lower layer better.

I expect that these challenges are being addressed in the networking community at the
lower layers but we need analogous and open solutions with respect to MAS and governance.
Along these lines, we might consider new composition operators for protocols [4] that support
additional details to be interposed where appropriate, going beyond existing approaches to
contextualize a protocol [2].

Governance

I think of governance of a sociotechnical system as combining the above concerns. Traditional
computer scientists in general have produced strong capabilities in the technical tier. The
MAS community has investigated flexibility in the social tier through the study of interaction
and autonomy and abstractions based on cognition, norms, and economic behavior. Other
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communities talk of social meaning but do so in a largely informal way or with low-level
abstractions and in the aggregate, such as in social networks. Thus current work suffers from
limitations but provides directions to address the flexibility we desire.

But the most interesting part of a sociotechnical system is how the social and technical
tiers interplay. Computer scientists of all stripes leave this interplay largely ad hoc with
legendary fiascoes in the case of technologies such as blockchain [1].

An essential direction therefore is to capture varieties of this interplay to be able to
govern a sociotechnical system effectively, e.g., by encoding the social tier explicitly [3] and
providing ways to specify expectations rigorously while enabling them to the violated (a
crucial requirement of autonomy) [10].

Meta Motivation

A potential counterargument is that we have our hands full dealing with the concepts as
they are. Suppose we were more ambitious? Wouldn’t that be even harder?

My meta position is that it would be easier. For inspiration, I draw your attention to the
Inventor’s Paradox. This is a situation arising commonly enough in problem solving and was
identified by George Pólya. The “paradox” simply is that the more general problem is easier
to solve.

In essence, by generalizing a problem, we can bring forth structure in the problem that is
otherwise invisible. That structure leads to a more natural solution becoming available.

The prevalent narrow conceptions of autonomy, interaction, semantics on the one hand,
and rigid architectures of the other restrict outcomes.
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3.21 Challenges for Query Agents on the Decentralized Web
Ruben Taelman (Ghent University, BE)
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While the Web was originally envisioned as a decentralized information space, it has evolved
to a place where the majority of data is flowing towards isolated data silos. Since these data
silos are in the hands of large companies and organizations, this leads to issues related to
privacy and vendor lock-in.

To counter these problems, decentralization initiatives such as Solid are gaining popularity,
which allows users to store any kind of data in their own personal data vault, which they
fully control. These data vaults are personal Knowledge Graphs that can be represented as
collections of Linked Data documents and more expressive query APIs.

The presence of such data vaults results in a large-scale distribution of data, where
applications involving multiple individuals’ data require accessing thousands or even millions
of APIs across different data vaults on the Web. These applications cannot effectively be built
today due to the lack of querying techniques that can hande the requirements of decentralized
environments like Solid.

A promising paradigm to tackle this query problem is Link Traversal Query Processing
(LTQP), which is based on the follow-your-nose principle of Linked Data where query
execution is done over a continuously growing range of documents by autonomously following
hyperlinks between documents.

In order to apply LTQP effectively to decentralized environments, several open challenges
need to be tackled:
1. To enable clients to select APIs with the most suitable query capabilities, there is a need

to represent the capabilities of query APIs using self-descriptive hypermedia
descriptions. Current approaches have limited expressivity.

2. To enable clients to select and discover APIs matching their query needs, there is a
need to describe the contents of the data exposed through query APIs via
hypermedia, which could be cardinality-based, shape-based, or approximate summaries.
Current approaches lack the discovery and privacy-preservation.
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3. To enable efficient client-side query execution, there is a need for algorithms that
provide (adaptive) query planning and execution over the heterogeneity of
query APIs in terms of capabilities, contents, and client-side policies. Current techniques
suffer from query termination problems caused by unselective link following techniques
and inefficient query plans caused by static non-adapting query planning.

3.22 Signifying Affordances for Effective Interaction of Agents on the
Web

Danai Vachtsevanou (Universität St. Gallen, CH)
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Having declarative specifications of interaction in Web-based Multi-Agent Systems (MAS)
could support autonomous agents in discovering and reasoning about affordances11 on
the Web towards effectively achieving their goals [2]. One possible path forward is to
consider signifiers as a first-class abstraction in Web-based MAS for modelling cues and
signs that reveal information about how to exploit affordances offered to agents in hypermedia
environments [8]. Signifiers enable agents to interact with shared artifacts and other resources
in a hypermedia-driven manner, and recommend under which circumstances interaction
should take place based on an agent’s abilities and the agent-environment context. As a
result, the exploitability and relevance of an affordance can be dynamically evaluated to
guide interaction even in affordance-rich and open environments, for instance, based on the
agent’s ability to reason and act using specific methods and mechanisms, the agent’s ability
to handle abstractions and processes of a given domain, the agent’s goals or the artifact’s
state.

Further, evaluating interaction relevance could be dynamically distributed among agents,
and other entities in the environment that manage the exposure of signifiers [6, 8]. Therefore,
interaction guidance would remain effective (despite the heterogeneity of components’ context
and features12) across the spectrum from Web-like environment-driven opportunism to
complex agent-driven reasoning and planning about action: From the Web perspective, this
offers a bridge between local and global hypermedia-driven guidance, e.g. by enabling the
step-by-step provisioning of selected interaction specifications (e.g., of W3C Web of Things
Interaction Affordances 13) with respect to valid state transitions and agents’ goals. For
example, a BDI agent [3] that desires to pick and place an item, may perceive the signifier
for moving the gripper of a robotic arm only if the gripper in empty and in range of the item.
From the MAS perspective, signifiers provide a bridge between hypermedia-driven affordance
exploitation and methods for reasoning about action as examined in MAS research, since
hypermedia are defined in terms of abstractions relevant to autonomous agents (e.g. action
preconditions and postconditions, agent goals and roles etc.). For example, an agent capable

11 Affordances in this context denote interactions that become possible for agents to enact based on the
run-time context and agents’ abilities. The term is inspired from affordance theory [1]

12 For example, signifier exposure could be adjusted with respect to artifacts that implement one native
application logic, or the Thin Server architecture [4], and agents capable of simple reflex actions, or
automated planning.

13 A W3C Web of Things Interaction Affordance is metadata that shows how agents can interact with
physical devices modelled as Things [5].
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of planning how to pick and place may perceive signifiers for most of the affordances of the
robotic arm (including information about action preconditions and postconditions) towards
enriching its planning domain.

Given that declarative interaction specifications aim to support interaction effectiveness
in hypermedia environments (e.g. through the contextual run-time exposure of signifiers),
it is interesting to investigate how agents could evaluate such effectiveness. To begin with,
addressing the latter requires that interaction specifications capture the full complexity of
agents’ interactions, which should be realized and, thus, evaluated within an (partially)
observable stateful system and within a social context. For example, agents should be able
to reason about how they can interact for perception, i.e. with the purpose of affecting
their percepts. Percepts are essential for supporting agents’ goal deliberation and decision-
making processes, including deciding when and how to act towards modifying their perceived
environment, or where to focus for evaluating whether their actions succeeded and contributed
to their goals. To this end, and given the large size and the dynamicity of the state
space, interaction specifications should reveal information about how agents can interact for
directing their perception scope, and how interactions for perception relate to interactions for
modifying the environment state. Upon exposure of such information, agents would perceive
the environment state, and, then, reason about how well their expectations and intentions
have been met 14.

Similarly, agents should be able to discover and interpret how to interact towards per-
ceiving and modifying the current social state, for instance, in the context of an organization
or an interaction protocol. For example, based on [8], signifiers could be exposed based on
agent abilities that derive from the roles that agents hold within an organization. However,
agents still cannot reason about policies and norms that capture the behavioral and social
expectations that relate to affordance exploitation on the Web, e.g. reason about what
organizational goals to adopt. Upon discovering interaction specifications, agents should be
able to interpret information for perceiving the social state, acting towards modifying the
social state in a regulated environment, and finally, reasoning about how well the behavioral
and social expectations have been met.

Overall, towards defining and evaluating interaction effectiveness in Web-based MAS, it
is interesting to investigate the following:

How to model and represent interaction specifications that reveal information about how
to interact for perception, and how interaction for perception relates to interaction for
modifying the environment state in Web-based MAS.
How to model and represent interaction specifications that reveal information about how
to interact within a social context in Web-based MAS, e.g. based on the norms that
apply in the scope of an organization or an interaction protocol.
How to define and evaluate interaction effectiveness with respect to the expected or
desired changes on the environment and social state in Web-based MAS.
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3.23 Agents for the Decentralized Web of Data
Jan Van den Bussche (Hasselt University, BE)
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On the decentralized Web, personal data is managed in so-called “pods”. The idea (as
seen, e.g., in the Solid project) is that a pod is an online data store that can give access to
resources to specific parties. To manage the various data sharing contracts that exist with
many different parties, one could use a “Web agent”. Such an agent can not only keep track
of which parties have which access to which resources, but can provide mediator services for
finer-grained data sharing. The mediator can map the data we are willing to share with a
party to a virtual or materialized RDF graph, directly in a format that is most useful for
the party. Methods from the field of information integration, such as schema mappings and
query rewriting, can be applied in this context. Yet, the adaptation of these methods to
the RDF setting presents new challenges, such as reasoning about conformance of SPARQL
queries to shape (e.g., SHACL) schemas.

A separate function that the Web agent can fulfill is to keep parties up-to-date about
changes in the personal data. If the shared resource is virtual, this leads to interesting
reasoning tasks about indepence of queries from updates. These tasks have been investigated
in the field of database systems, but much less in the SPARQL context.
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3.24 Socio-Technical Networking Platforms for Multi-Agent
Collaboration on the Web

Antoine Zimmermann (Ecole des Mines – St. Étienne, FR)
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A lot of collaboration happening on the Web between people consists in exchanging written
messages. In fact, for years, it was the only way people could interact via the Web. Now,
since the Web has become a software platform through which we can build and propose any
kind of applications, collaborations happen in many different ways, and people on the Web
have an open-ended set of possibilities of interaction with the Web and with other people.
The long-term goal of the Agents on the Web effort should be that artificial agents can deal
with all these possibilities, with sufficient guidelines provided by explanatory resources like
metadata, ontologies, etc. However, a framework that would allow all agents to exploit any
and all possible interactive resources on the Web in their generality would be as difficult to
design as a general AI.

I propose that we instead start the effort of bringing agents to the Web by devising
socio-technical networking platforms (STN platforms)15 where agents can easily:

retrieve specific written messages posted by other agents and isolate them from other
content like navigation, titles, dates, authors, etc. (e.g. discussion threads, blog posts,
comments, replies, forum messages, wiki discussions, Git issues, reviews, Q&As);
distinguish different types of messages (e.g., distinguish an original post from a response
to another message);
register to the platform autonomously (possibly with validation by a human person that
could be accountable for the agent’s actions);
post messages, either as original posts or as replies to others;
connect with other agents on the platform, so as to filter which content matters vs what’s
ignored.

Devising a framework that would allow agents to autonomously make use of this limited
set of operations, in a way that is generic and can be instantiated on any social networking
platform, is attainable in a near future. As a next step, there should be regulation put in place
with the same objective of genericity: devise a framework where agents can autonomously
determine what permissions/prohibitions there are on the operations listed above, and have
certain agents playing the roles of policy enforcement agents.

When all this will be in place, then we can consider more general modes of interactions
on the Web, such as making use of arbitrary software artifact that functions on the Web, or
use real time discussion tools.

15 STN platforms already exist, e.g., Wikipedia where humans and bots collaborate to either ensure better
content or to help regulate the platform.
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4 Overview of Demonstrators

4.1 Developing Multi-Agent Systems Using JaCaMo-REST
Cleber Jorge Amaral (Federal Institute of Santa Catarina – São José, BR)
Jomi Fred Hübner (Federal University of Santa Catarina, BR)
Timotheus Kampik (Umeå University, SE & SAP Signvavio – Berlin, DE)
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In recent years, researchers have started to explore the integration of Multi-Agent Oriented
Programming (MAOP) paradigm [1] and resource-oriented web architecture (REST) [2, 3, 4].
The present demo further advances this research line, presenting a novel approach for
setting up the integration between a MAS and a range of different kinds of web resources.
The demonstration of this approach and the steps to execute it are available at https:
//github.com/jacamo-lang/jacamo/tree/master/demos/integration. In particular, we
demonstrate the use of the routing and mediation tool Node-Red (https://nodered.org/),
for setting up JaCaMo-REST, a resource-oriented web-based abstraction for the Multi-Agent
System (MAS).

JaCaMo-REST defines endpoints and provides web infrastructure for exposing MAS
entities as web resources. Node-Red provides an integrating engine and an interface for
defining flows to wire-up heterogeneous web resources. Its interface allows users to define
data flow and transformation sequences from an input endpoint to an output endpoint.

Among the features of JaCaMo-REST, we highlight proxy agents and proxy artifacts.
They allow MAS application agents to access web resources considering them as either agents
or artifacts. Thus agents are able to interact with web resource in usual agent-to-agent or
agent-to-environment interaction. In this sense, according to the external resources that the
MAS must be integrated with, it is possible to define abstractions to interface web resources
and MAS internal entities. The referred proxy abstractions can be defined using Node-Red
flows. Indeed, Node-Red handles protocol transformations through its extensive library of
connectors and encapsulates integration specifications such as the address of the endpoints
and specific data transformation flows.

In the demonstration, two examples are exploited. In the first example, an external
resource that is available via an MQTT topic is represented in the MAS as an proxy
agent. An MAS agent, named Bob, can thus send messages to the resource using its Agent
Communication Language (ACL). In this example, Bob can interact with the external resource
without knowing, for instance, its Unique Resource Identifier (URI) or communication
protocol, showing that an MAS application can be defined without integration concerns. In
another example, Bob interacts with a proxy artifact (perceiving and acting upon it).
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Agent-Oriented Programming (AOP) [1] is a paradigm that provides first-class abstractions
for instilling autonomous behavior into software systems. While this paradigm has not yet
been widely adopted by the software engineering mainstream, from an academic perspective,
the technology ecosystem can be considered thriving [2, 3].

In modern software engineering, developers commonly apply Test-Driven Development
(TDD) approaches, in which a large portion of the tests is written during or even ahead of
the implementation of the actual program code. The assumption is that specifying the exact
desired behavior of a software component before or alongside the implementation facilitates
a more rigorous assessment of the component and ensures testing is not cut short because of
time shortage caused by incorrect or imprecise estimations. This applies in particular in the
context of autonomous and distributed agent-oriented systems, where reliable governance is a
key concern [4] and implementation or operation errors can have disastrous consequences [5].
Although first works that are concerned with the development of QA-related capabilities
for AOP have recently emerged [6, 7], so far, no testing utilities for any agent-oriented
programming language appear to exist.

This demonstration shows how to specify and perform tests for JaCaMo agents using
the AgentSpeak programming language [9, 10]. It is derived from the tutorial is available at:
https://github.com/jacamo-lang/jacamo/tree/master/doc/tutorials/tdd, as well as
from a recent AAMAS demonstration paper [8]. The approach uses a novel goal-oriented
testing feature that enables an agent-oriented perspective on automated software testing and
test-driven development.

The developed testing tool provides facilities to assert whether an expected outcome
is being produced at the unitary level of an agent’s inference rules, to test plans for the
achievement of the agent’s desired goals, and to test agents’ integration, in which the facility
uses the testing pipeline to assure that the interactions among agents are occurring as
expected. The tool also allows for the instantiation of tester agents, which, besides inheriting
the features of the agent under test, can run tests to assert whether the rules, plans, and
beliefs of the agent under test are as expected. It is possible, for instance, to test if the agent
behaves as expected while a particular plan is performed and changes the agent’s internal
state (e.g., belief adoption). When the main concern is the agent’s logic, it is possible to use
mock artifacts to avoid interaction with the environment. Additionally, mock agents can be
instantiated to be part of a system to test agents’ interactions.
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The testing tool has several advantages compared to the common practice of using
debug messages on production code: (i) the test code can be written separately from the
production code, which results in cleaner code and a clearer separation of concerns; (ii) the
expected outcomes of agents’ functionalities are easier to understand; and (iii) it facilitates the
automation of the tests, for instance, using Continuous Integration (CI) tools that enhance
collaboration and quality assurance of projects developed by multiple engineers.
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Robustness, “the degree to which a system or component can function correctly in the presence
of invalid inputs or stressful environmental conditions” – generally called perturbations [11],
is a crucial requirement of distributed software systems [12, 13, 10, 9]. Multi-Agent Systems
(MAS) [15] are an effective approach to realize distributed systems by means of heterogeneous,
and autonomous agents. Agent organizations (MAO), in particular, provide abstractions for
modularizing code spread over many components, and orchestrate their execution by way of
norms. JaCaMo [8] is one of the best-known platforms for implementing MAOs, but it focuses
on providing the means for capturing the normal, correct behavior of the system and lacks
of structural mechanisms allowing agents to exchange and propagate information (feedback)
when they face perturbations. As in [1], the availability of feedback about perturbations is
crucial to build robust distributed systems. Also MAS robustness should ground on the
ability to convey feedback about perturbation to the agents that can handle it. But since
agents generally are peers, and are not related by relationships like caller-callee or parent-
child, the realization of robustness should occur through the definition of distributions of
responsibilities among the agents, that become part of the MAO. This demonstration presents
two extensions to the JaCaMo platform which allow building robust agent organizations.
The first borrows from software engineering the concepts of exception and exception handling,
while the second relies on the notion of accountability. Exception handling is suitable for
treating perturbations anticipated at design time (i.e., exceptions) by activating handlers,
that are also specified at design time. The details of the implementation can be found in
[14, 6, 2, 3], source code available at http://di.unito.it/moiseexceptions.

Accountability, instead, defines feedback “channels” that agents can use at runtime to
gain situational awareness about what occured and then take actions. Raising and handling
exceptions as well as asking and returning for an account will be tasks, under the responsibility
of specific agents. The two extensions provide the means for representing such tasks as goals,
and for distributing the reponsibilities of such goals to the capable agents. Note that each such
goal can be assigned to many agents, specifying the minimum and maximum cardinality of how
many agents need to achieve the goal (as standard in a JaCaMo organization specifications).
Moreover, we allow specifying many raising and handling goals for each exception, and
many requesting, accounting and treatment goals (possibly involving many agents) for each
accountability. Concretely, we leveraged the model presented in [4] and the formalization
from [5, 7], source code available at http://di.unito.it/moiseaccountability.
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Croatti

Overview

This demo presents the outcome of the work on Agent-Oriented Visual Programming [1]
carried out in the context of the European project IntellIoT16.

The demo is available on GitHub17 and shows how a multi-agent system controlling two
autonomous tractors that expose Web of Things (WoT) Thing Descriptions18 can be defined
and managed through a visual programming interface on a Web application.

More details about the demo can be found on the repository README.md.

Agent-Oriented Visual Programming

The Agent-Oriented paradigm, allows the definition of software systems using high-level
abstractions (i.e. software agents). Cognitive architectures for software agents are inspired to
the mental abilities of humans, hence we argue that, as it is easy for developers to describe
the world in terms of objects in Object-Oriented Programming, it should be even easier to
model autonomous behaviour in terms of agents.

In the Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) model, agents are described in terms of mental
qualities that are inspired by human practical reasoning[3]. We argue that it is possible to
exploit this alignment between human practical reasoning and the BDI architecture to create
systems that people can effectively use to program MAS since they more closely match their
everyday experience in interacting with artifacts and other agents.

Our endeavor is furthermore motivated by two concrete issues experienced in an industrial
scenario based on the Web of Things (WoT). The first one is the ever-increasing interest
in forms of end-user programming that shall enable not only experienced programmers but
ideally domain experts without programming experience to create or modify software systems
of different complexity. The second one is the need to create or modify solutions featuring
different degrees of autonomy of software components in performing tasks in a flexible way,
dealing with open, dynamic, distributed WoT environments. From this angle, at the same
time, the use of semantic-web technologies allows to discover high-level actions at run-time,
which promotes the serendipitous creation of applications in such environments – given a
proper level of abstraction for exploiting them.

Then, the question is how to design an interface that could reinforce the alignment of agent
and human reasoning, hiding the technicalities, to enable individuals without experience in
programming to express the behaviour of software agents in the most natural way.

Our approach is built on a blocks-based visual programming environment to create
Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) that are then executed on top of the JaCaMo[2] platform and
can interact with Web of Things environments.

16 www.intelliot.eu
17 https://github.com/samubura/dagstuhl-demo-wot-autonomous-tractors
18 https://www.w3.org/TR/wot-thing-description/
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Interaction-Oriented Programming (IOP) is a novel approach for designing decentralized
multiagent systems based on models of interactions. Currently, IOP supports specifying
multiagent systems via norms (e.g., commitments) and protocols. It includes tools that can
be query databases for norm states, tools for verifying protocols, and programming models
based on protocols that can be used to implement agents. IOP’s strength is that it supports
flexible decision making by agents based on the meaning of interactions. For more details,
see our AAMAS Demo paper.
Our software repository is here: https://gitlab.com/masr/.
Some software is here: https://github.com/akchopr/Cupid/.
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We are working towards defining a new class of Web-based Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) that
can inherit the architectural properties of the Web (scalability, heterogeneity, evolvability,
etc.), preserve the architectural properties of MAS (adaptability, openness, robustness, etc.),
and are human-centric (usable, transparent, accountable, etc.). Our aim is to leverage
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the full potential of the Web as a middleware in MAS. In our approach, we consider the
environment as a first-class abstraction in MAS – and we design the agents’ environment as a
distributed hypermedia application guided by the design rationale of the Web architecture [1].
The distributed hypermedia environment provides agents with a uniform, knowledge-level
abstraction of the system that they can navigate, query, observe, and act upon. The
hypermedia-based design rationale reduces coupling and enhances the scalability, openness,
and evolvability of the MAS. We refer to Web-based MAS that follow this design rationale
as Hypermedia MAS.

During the seminar, we showed a demonstrator in which Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI)
agents are situated in an open and evolvable hypermedia-based environment distributed across
two locations: Schloss Dagstuhl (Germnay) and the University of St.Gallen (Switzerland).
Given a set of semantic models and a single entry URI into the system, the agents are able
to achieve their design objectives by navigating the hypermedia environment to discover,
create, perceive, and act on artifacts: the agents are able to create and use a digital counter
for coordination, and they can control robotic arms located in St.Gallen. The distributed
hypermedia environment is represented in RDF and agents are able to susbcribe to triple
patterns to receive fine-grained notifications of environmental changes. The demonstrator was
built using Yggdrasil19, JaCaMo20, Corese21, and the hardware infrastructure provided by the
Chair for Communication- and Interaction-based Systems at the University of St.Gallen22.
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Agent-Based Modelling (ABM) is an approach to implementing population-based simulations.
A standard ABM simulation consists of two key types of entity: a set of agents (representing
the population) and an environment (that provides a shared context for interaction between
the agents). A range of toolkits are available for implementing ABM simulations covering
both small scale desktop approaches and large scale cluster and cloud based approaches [1].

This talk introduces a new approach to implementing simulations using ABM that
builds on the Multi-Agent MicroServices (MAMS) architectural style [2]. The approach,
known as Hypermedia MAS Simulation [3] decomposes the environment part of an ABM
into a set of sub-environments that are implemented as web resources that are hosted by
microservices. The state of each sub-environment is then exposed using REpresentational
State Transfer using Linked Data representations. The hyperlinks embedded in the linked
data representations capture the relationships between sub-environments (and potentially
other relationships too).

19 https://github.com/interactions-hsg/yggdrasil
20 https://github.com/jacamo-lang/jacamo
21 https://github.com/wimmics/corese
22 https://interactions.ics.unisg.ch/
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A key novelty of the approach is that the linked data representations, when specified
using Semantic Web languages, form a knowledge graph of the environment. Agents enter the
environment by joining one of the sub-environments. Where appropriate, the agents transition
between sub-environments and receive periodic updates of the state of the sub-environment
they are currently in. These updates include the URL of that sub environment, which the
agent can use as an entry point into the environment knowledge graph. All agent-environment
interaction is realised through HTTP.

In the talk, the approach is illustrated using a simple worked example of a road network
that is decomposed into streets and junctions. For simplicity, a single standard model of a
street and a junction is defined and the corresponding environment is implemented using
two microservices: one for streets and one for junctions. Hyperlinks connect the start and
end of streets with associated junctions. Agents enter the environment by connecting to an
junction (their starting point) and navigate the road network based on internal goals.
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4.8 Building Multi-Agent Microservices with ASTRA
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Integrating Multi-Agent Systems into larger software systems is difficult. Often, the result is
to attempt to re-engineer the system in a way that makes it agent-centric. Such approaches
are received negatively by the software engineering community because: (1) it requires the
adoption of technology stacks that are not well understood or widely used, and (2) most
systems already exist in some form and the cost of transforming it to be agent-ready is simply
too high.

The emergence of microservices architectures [2] has changed this. Among the many be-
nefits of microservices is the notion of polyglot computing – the construction of systems using
multiple languages / technology stacks. Polyglot computing works well with microservices
because of other principles, such as the discrete boundaries principle (microservices should
be independently deployable). When combined with other architectural styles, such as
REpresentational State Transfer (REST), the view emerges (from a deployment perspective)
of a microservice as a black box with a uniform interface that can simply be connected into
the larger system architecture. Details of the technology stack used become less important,
so long as they only impact on the developer of the microservice rather than its users.

In response to this, the Multi-Agent MicroServices (MAMS) architectural style has been
proposed [4] and a prototype implementation developed using the ASTRA agent programming
language [1] and CArtAgO [3]. The MAMS architectural style promotes the idea of an agent
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being represented using a hypermedia body, composed of a set of virtual resources that it
chooses to expose. Each virtual resource, accessible at an endpoint embodies an element of
the agent, such as it’s inbox. Based on the HATEOAS constraint of the REST architectural
style, the state of the agent can determine what virtual resources are exposed and when. Any
and all changes are, at all times represented in the hypermedia representation of the agent.

In this demonstration, a number of simple applications are presented that have been built
using the MAMS prototype. In the first example we demonstrate an implementation of a
Vickrey Auction using the MAMS architectural style. The Agent Oriented Micro Service
(AOMS) exposed two virtual resources that allowed external entities to issue HTTP POST
requests to, in order to register as a bidder or to sell an item. Internal agents that represent
an Auctioneer and a Bidder agent per client then perform the auction and the bidder is
informed by a response issued to the web hook they provide.

In the second example we demonstrate how a MAMS agent can interact with an external
microservice that implements a single Tic-Tac-Toe board. The board is represented using
hypermedia that the agent perceives in order to play the game. This level of loose-coupling
and hypermedia-driven interaction between agents and Plain Old Micro Services (POMS) is
the goal of our architectural style.
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4.9 Web-based Demos of Cognitive AI
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I presented three web-based demos, two of which use chunks and rules, inspired by John
Anderson’s cognitive architecture named ACT-R, and another demo introducing plausible
reasoning.

A chunk is a collection of properties along with a type and a chunk identifier. Chunk rules
have a conjunction of conditions expressed as chunks that must match designated cognitive
buffers where each buffer holds a single chunk. A rule is stochastically selected from the set
of matching rules, and its actions applied. Actions either synchronously update the buffers
or invoke asynchronous operations that indirectly update the buffer analogous to CRUD
operations with HTTP. Chunk memory mimics human memory, e.g. the forgetting curve,
spreading activation and stochastic recall.

See: https://w3c.github.io/cogai/
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Figure 3 screenshot of smart home demo.

Smart Homes

This includes a real-time model of heat flow between a room and the outside world, using
a cognitive agent to manage the lighting and heating according to the preferences of the
room’s current participants. Janet prefers a warm room and warm lighting, whilst John
prefers a cooler room and bluer lighting. If both Janet and John are present at the same
time, then Janet has precidence for the lighting and John for the temperature.

This demo features default reasoning using chunk rules, triggered by events such as people
entering or leaving the room, a change in the time of day, and the room temperature rising
above or falling below the target temperature. The preferences are expressed as facts.

See: https://www.w3.org/Data/demos/chunks/home/ and Figure 1.

Manufacturing Cell

This features a cognitive agent that controls a robot, two conveyor belts, a bottle filling
station, and a bottle capping station. Empty bottles are take from the first conveyor belt,
then filled and capped before being packed into a box, on the second conveyor belt, that
takes six bottles. Chunk rules are used to express event driven behaviour. The rules also
specify the target state for the robot gripper, delegating real-time control to the robot which
smoothly accelerates and decelerates each actuator as required. The demo features matching
sound effects.

See: https://www.w3.org/Data/demos/chunks/robot/ and Figure 2.

Plausible Reasoning

This demo explores the potential for plausible reasoning with imperfect knowledge, i.e.
knowledge that may be uncertain, imprecise, incomplete and inconsistent. Logical proof is
replaced by plausible arguments for and against a premise, drawing upon work by a long
line of philosophers on argumentation theory going all the way back to Ancient Greece, and
as used in courtrooms and everyday reasoning. The plausible knowledge notation (PKN)
features properties, relationships and implications, along with qualitative metadata that
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Figure 4 screenshot of robot demo.

reflects prior knowledge. PKN embraces plausible inferences based upon relationships and
implications, fuzzy reasoning, fuzzy quantifiers, qualitative reasoning and analogical reasoning.
PKN can be considered as a knowledge representation at a level above RDF with additional
semantics for imperfect knowledge.

See: https://www.w3.org/Data/demos/chunks/reasoning/

4.10 Using MOSAIK for a Decentralized Transportation System
Daniel Schraudner (Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg, DE)
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URL https://github.com/wintechis/mosaik-runtime-documentation

We investigate possibilities for implementing the decentralized control of transporters with
Semantic Web agents to fulfill a given transportation task. We present our demo of the
MOSAIK framework [2] as a system to build and simulate simple reflex agents [1] to control
transporters using stigmergy for indirect communication via the environment [3] and self-
organize based on local decisions. We use Semantic Web technologies as the communication
paradigm of stigmergy directly maps to the REST constraints of the application architecture
of the web.

In MOSAIK, we discern active components, agents, and reactive components, called
artifacts that respond to agents’ actions, and form together the agents’ environment. As
demo scenario, we present a square shop floor with distinct floor tiles and four stations,
each with one of four different colors. A station accepts only products of its own color and
randomly produces a product of a different color. Three transporters have to bring colored
products to the correct station of the same color without being able to perceive more than
only their adjacent fields. The transporters. as artifacts, are each controlled by our software
agents that communicate with each other via stigmergy: by placing information about the
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position of stations in the environment, on the shop floors, the agents help each other to
build gradients that lead directly to the stations. With this, no global knowledge of the
environment is necessary and the adjustment of the system emerges from local interactions.

As tools, we use BOLD (see https://github.com/bold-benchmark/bold-server) and Linked-
Data Fu (ldfu) [4]. BOLD is a simulation environment that implements artifacts with multiple
RDF graphs, collected in a single named graph representing the environment state. Agents
can read and manipulate artifacts via HTTP requests to HTTP resources under the URI of
the named graph, which BOLD updates via defined SPARQL INSERT / DELETE queries.
The data processing system ldfu can retrieve, process and modify Linked Data based on
logical rules and production rules in Notation3. We use N3 to implement the condition-action
rules describing the behaviour of the agent which controls the transporters, and interact with
the artifacts via RESTful interfaces.

The decentralized transportation system achieves self-organization by implementing a
combination of simple reflex web agents that coordinate using web resources as environment
for stigmergy.
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4.11 Querying over Solid Pods via Link Traversal, with Comunica
Ruben Taelman (Ghent University, BE)
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In this demonstration, we showed a technique to enable SPARQL query execution over one
or more Solid pods in a decentralized environment using the client-side Comunica query
engine. The method is a form Link Traversal Query Processing (LTQP) where the structural
properties of the Solid ecosystem are taken into account [1] to provide earlier and more
complete results.

The demonstrator is based on SolidBench, which is a benchmark that provides a large
number of simulated Solid pods containing social network data, and queries over this data.
Some of the demonstrated queries cover just one pod, while others span multiple pods.

The demo indicates that a traversal-based query method is an effective way for querying
over Solid pods, without having to centralize all of this data beforehand. However, more
work is needed to optimize more complex queries are queries spanning multiple pods.
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The demo remains available online at https://comunica.dev/research/link_traver-
sal/, together with the open-source implementation of the query engine.
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Inspired by the recent focus of decentralized data for Web applications, as supported in
infrastructures such as SOLID, this group discussed the idea of decentralized hypermedia
applications in general. In particular, this working group focused on understanding how to
integrate the technologies and models used and proposed by three areas of research targeted
by the seminar.
1. The notion of Hypermedia, Hypermedia as the Engine of Application State (HATEOAS),

and ecosystems developed by the Web of Things community;
2. The notion of Linked Data Platform (a W3C recommendation) together with open

specifications such as SOLID proposed by the Semantic Web and Linked Data community.
3. Decentralized abstractions studied in multiagent systems. These include the concept of

agents, norms or policies, protocols, artifact, workspace, and organization together with
processes of regimenting and enforcing norms.

This integration was investigated by first discussing a list of crucial terms used in each of the
communities involved, in order to achieve a good level of mutual understanding. Subsequently,
by discussing and specifying a scenario in which all the technologies and concepts proposed
by each of the communities involved can be used at different levels of abstraction.

Crucial Terms

Hypermedia: a non-linear multimedia medium where resources are linked by hyperlinks
i.e. a digital reference to data that the can be followed to discover new data
Hypermedia as the Engine of Application State (HATEOAS): is a constraint of
the REST application architecture where a client interacts with a network application
whose application servers provide information dynamically through hypermedia.
Decentralized System: is a type of system where every node makes its own decision,
there is not a central coordinating or governing unit or server.
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SOLID: Solid is a set of standards that enables a decentralization of data, with interop-
erable applications over this decentralized data.
SOLID ecosystem: is a specific deployment of a community of users and agents using a
given set of applications on top of their Solid pods, and complying with a set of technical
and social norms.
SOLID pods: Solid is a specification that lets people store their data securely in
decentralized personal online data stores called pods. Pods are like secure personal web
servers for data. When data is stored in someone’s Pod, they control which people and
applications can access it.
Pody: is a term forged during the Dagstuhl Seminar to identify the Pod of an agent that
embodies some of its features. This approach is referred to as the empodiment of the
agent.
Web ID: URI that identify a person / an agent
Agents : autonomous entities able to perceive, act and interact with other agents, making
decisions, subject to norms.
Norms: Capture social expectations, they are by definition violable. Norm types include
commitment (obligation), prohibition, permission and so on.
Artifacts: non autonomous entities.
Workspace: a way to organize the artifacts, the artifacts are situated in workspace,
agents join workspaces, workspace scope the observability for an agent.
Enforcing: applying sanctions (rewards or fines) when norms are fulfilled or not fulfilled
Regimenting: hindering the violations of norms by agents.
ODRL: the Open Digital Rights Language (ODRL) is a W3C recommendation defining a
policy expression language. ODRL policies are used to represent permitted and prohibited
actions over a certain asset, and obligations required to be met by stakeholders.

Scenario: Social Media Sharing Application in a Decentralized Hypermedia Ecosystem

We designed and described a plausible decentralized architecture that broadly combines above
themes with reference to a social media sharing application. In contrast to the traditional
approach of realizing an application as a Web service that mediates interactions between its
users, here each user is represented by its own agent who interacts with other agents based
on an understanding of applicable norms.

The Scene

Alice is a person sharing her photos on the social network FaceUnBook running this app in
her browser and using her pod to host her data and her agent to manage her photo sharing
preferences (among other tasks). Bob is a friend of Alice and is following her activity stream
on FaceUnBook. His agent is in charge of collecting the activity of all his friends, which
will be summarized in the pod of Bob. This summary can then improve discovery when
Bob uses the FaceUnBook app, which is backed by the personal query engine of Bob. It
combines all search capabilities it can identify to plan and solve this aggregation query. Alice
attended the seminar 23081 at Schloss Dagstuhl. Among other things the agent of that
organization enforces the norms of the organization that are stored in the organization’s pod.
The agent also collects pictures taken by the Camera42. This happens in Europe which is
an organization with norms. The agent GDPR agent is in charge of enforcing the GDPR
norms for every member of Europe. To make all members in Europe findable by the GDPR
agent, Europe has a norm saying that all pods in Europe must be registered to Europe’s
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pod. Friedrich is a kid accompanying Alice in Dagstuhl. The agents, pods and resources in
general are hosted on different platforms but discover and interact with each other through
the hypermedia fabric and its standards. To support the discovery of resources, pods and
their contents, Q is a query service available in the environment as one possibility to read
and write within the hypermedia fabric, used by either software agents, or by human agents
through client-side apps. This scenario follows the empodiment principle i.e. the agents
communicate through their pods (pody) both through the inbox container of the pody or
through other containers of the pody.

An Interaction to Share Photos May Process as Follows:

Alice took photos at Dagstuhl, in which herself and Friedrich are depicted. She runs the
FaceUnBook application in her browser, and uses it to share the photo with her friends. The
application posts the photo in Alice’s pod, and (HTTP) posts a notification in Bob’s inbox
(a specific container in his pod). Dagstuhl publishes on its pod ODRL policies about photo
sharing that apply to all seminar participants. Alice tags the photo with the tag “Dagstuhl
Seminar 23081”, then the FaceUnbook application also reads the policy and asks Alice to
confirm that she complies with that policy (including the rule that no photo of a children
must be published without consent from a caretaker – in that case, Alice is the caretaker and
consents). Then the application (HTTP) posts a notification in Dagstuhl’s inbox. Bob likes
Alice’s photo; he improves the contrast in an image editor, and republishes it on his own
pod (notifying Bob’s friends, including Alice). Alice’s agent notices that the republishing
violates Alice’s preferences and (HTTP) posts a warning to the pods of Alice and Bob.

Moving Forward

People in the group have independently worked on different aspects of the above architecture.
A way forward would be to actually realize this application as broadly outlined above, see
how things fit together and identify the gaps. Although in the above description Alice acts in
accordance with the norms, in another situation, she may act in violation of the norms, e.g.,
if she posts a photo of a child who needs medical attention. FaceUnbook must not prevent
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such sharing but must support recording her violation, based on which the child’s parent, for
example, may demand an explanation from her. This brings in accountability and a richer
notion of social processes than currently possible.

5.2 Abstractions for Agents on the Web
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This document reports on the findings of a Working Group at the Dagstuhl Seminar on Agents
on the Web relative to what abstractions must be considered when designing multi-agent
systems on the Web.

We first consider the case of a single agent that makes use of the Web, consuming or
producing information. Then, we examine the case of multiple agents that work together
as a system where the Web plays the central role of the environment in which they are
situated. Finally, we provide preliminary ideas on how to instantiate the elicited abstractions
in practice, relying on Semantic Web models and technologies and the Solid Protocol for
Social Linked Data.

5.2.1 Introduction

Agents that are (inter)acting autonomously on the Web and with the Web must make use
of the information available in this environment to gather knowledge and make decisions.
Different kinds of information correspond to different types of abstractions that we want to
formally identify such that they can be represented explicitly and systematically. With such
representations of relevant abstractions, artificial agents can replicate activities on the Web
that have been so far reserved to human agents: navigating hypermedia environments with a
purpose, choosing what next links to follow based on promising signifiers, and collaborating
with one another via collaborative Web platforms.

In what we consider here in the context of agents on the Web, an abstraction is a notion
that can be defined as a formal structure (such as a mathematical object) which is relevant
for a system of autonomous agents to function adequately. If the agents are humans, it is
usually not necessary to formalise these abstractions because people have many ways of
getting an intuitive understanding of ways to cooperate. For instance, when a community
of people discusses issues on a Web forum, the fact that there is a coloured rectangle with
the words “New thread” is sufficient to alert humans that this is a button for starting a
new textual discussion. When one sees a blue underlined word that says “Reply” under the
last message of a thread, one easily understands that this is a link that allows participants
to reply to the thread, or to the last post. On the contrary, artificial agents may not be
able to interpret these visual cues. If we would like to allow such agents to participate in a
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discussion, it is possible to hard code the interactions, e.g., a developer translates the actions
needed to read and post messages on a specific forum. However, this is very limiting in terms
of autonomy. Instead, we would like to define more abstractly what generic notions have
to be known by the agent in order to choose its interactions with Web resources. As an
example, online discussions can be characterised by the fact that there are discussion threads,
each composed of individual messages that one can respond to. Messages are authored by
someone (or something) at a date and time. These concepts are common to any Web forum,
to blogs and microblogging platforms, to Git issues, chats, etc.

Once identified, the concepts that pertain to one type of abstractions can be formally
defined as terms of an ontology, further described and constrained by logical axioms. In turn,
a web platform can make use of such terms to describe itself for autonomous agents. The aim
of this document is to report on the findings of a Working Group at the Dagstuhl Seminar
on Agents on the Web relative to what abstractions must be considered when designing
multi-agent systems on the Web. Consequently, this can serve as a starting point to decide
what ontologies may be used to describe where, what, how resources are to be used by
autonomous agents, for themselves or for a collective goal.

To do this, we start by considering the case of a single agent that makes use of the Web,
consuming or producing information. In this first case, the Web is only used as a tool that is
assumed to evolve independently of all agents (Section 5.2.2). Then, we examine the case of
multiple agents that work together as a system where the Web plays the central role of the
environment in which they are situated (Section 5.2.3). Then, we provide preliminary ideas
on how to instantiate the abstractions in practice (Section 5.2.4).

5.2.2 Single Agents Interacting with the Web

Before considering the more arduous challenges of coordinating multiple agents on and via
the Web, we first tackle the case where a single agent makes use of the Web as if it was
a large warehouse full of documents and tools. The agent may exploit the Web in getting
information from it: from the Web of documents, the Web of data, or the Web of knowledge.
From this, it can derive or update its own beliefs. Or the agent may act upon resources
leading to altering the state of the Web itself (e.g., posting a new message adds text to a
Web page), or altering the state of the physical world itself (e.g., moving a robotic arm that
offers a Web interface using Web of Things technologies).

To be fully autonomous on these types of tasks, Web agents must start their exploration
from somewhere. At this point, there must be indications of where to find relevant information.
This should lead them to online platforms where they may ask themselves: What can I do
on this platform? How can I do it? Since the Web is evolving, agents may also be interested
in changes occurring, without constantly checking for differences. An agent can be partly or
fully guided by hard-coded knowledge provided at implementation time, such as the URIs
of a preselected set of resources. However, in general, the agent has to interact with an
entry point that serves as a hub towards any relevant resources. Such hub can be a search
engine, a query endpoint, etc. that provides, at the minimum, links to resources that match
the agent’s request. Usually, the resource that the agent is looking for is not atomic: it
corresponds to a compound resource that gives multiple options to the agent. For instance,
the agent may be looking for online forums. Each online forum is a resource that provides
discussion threads, search functionalities, posting abilities, etc. We call the abstraction of
such compound resource a platform. The functionalities enabled by a platform and that the
agent can use are affordances, which can be indicated to the agent via signifiers [10].
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In summary, some competency questions must be answerable using the right abstractions,
as follows:

Where do I find relevant resources? Entry hubs, links to platforms.
What can I do on this platform? Signifiers, links to affordances.
How can I do it? Action possibilities, links to Manual.
How can I know what changes? Notifications.

5.2.3 Multiple Agents Interacting on the Web

In the case of a single agent interacting with the Web, all online resources are considered
as artifacts or tools that can evolve according to an independent life cycle. When agents
need to collaborate, cooperate, or at least behave with awareness of each other on the Web,
additional abstractions need to be introduced.

The concept of situatedness with regards to Web agents in a multiagent context can
be defined in relation to the scope of environment that they exist within. As defined in
Section 5.2.2, any tools that an agent utilises in its goal-directed behaviour provides a
level of situatedness as each interaction will be between two entities that can be identified
using the global, unique naming scheme provided by the use of IRIs. This also pertains to
agent-to-agent interaction as when agents collaborate and coordinate in order to achieve
system-wide, or individual, goals they interact via the Web, with each agent being identifiable
by a unique IRI.

In order for collaboration and coordination between Web agents to be a possibility in
a multiagent context, the embodiment of an agent within a hypermedia environment is a
crucial abstraction that needs to be defined. This allows for the agent to maintain a presence
in a Web context which enables other agents to be aware of its existence. However, agents
can be embodied in multiple Web contexts, the same way a human would have multiple
profiles on different social media platforms. This embodiment of an agent in a particular
Web context can represent an identity of a Web agent. The agent’s profile can be a certain
persona that this particular agent wants to portray within that context. This abstraction
can contain the agent’s preferred methods of interaction via its communication interface,
which can be defined as or subject to a set of norms. These norms can be defined within the
hypermedia environment, as resources, that can be directly associated with the Web agent’s
embodiment.

When discussing multiple Web agents in a hypermedia environment, the scope of the
environment is a relevant topic due to the computational limitations of the agents themselves.
As a result, an abstraction for specific collections of resources can be viewed as an aggregation
of related resources. This abstraction can be viewed as an area within a Web-based environ-
ment. If we take for example a set of related resources that represents elements of a building
(Rooms, Floors etc.), these can be aggregated into an area. This example makes logical
sense as the relation can be easily visualised and the relations envisioned, however there
can be Web resources that are related, but in a less explicit manner and so this abstraction
can provide a general way of aggregating resources to provide agents with scope as to the
environments they inhabit.

5.2.4 Instantiating the Abstractions

The Semantic Web relies on the Resource Description Framework (RDF), a graph model to
structure data by expressing relations between entities, and on RDF Schema and the Web
Ontology Language to represent the ontologies used in RDF knowledge graphs, thus providing
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semantics to them. The Linked Data principles are a set of best practices to publish RDF
data on the Web, namely: 1) use URIs to name things; 2) use HTTP URIs so that names
can be looked up; 3) describe things using standards (RDF) so useful information is provided
for URIs; and 4) include links to other URIs in things descriptions. Ontologies and linked
data together provide the means by which an agent can reliably interpret resources described
on the Web, whether they are digital resources or real-world resources. Additionally, with
links, a web resource leads to other resources, and so forth, so as to make agents aware of
the environment that the Web constitutes.

Besides, the Solid Protocol [2] aims at decentralising personal data management in such
a way that Web users regain ownership and control over their data. At the core of it, there
is the Solid pod (personal online data store) that hosts the user’s data and is implemented
as a Linked Data Platform [9] with access control on top of it. Solid pods can host any
kind of data but are designed in particular to easily manage RDF datasets with fine-grained
read/write operations. Overall, the Solid Protocol specifies authentication, storage, access
control, and interactions that must be implemented by Solid pods and Solid platforms in
order to interoperate with each other and with applications that build on them.

Solid pods containing RDF knowledge graphs can be used to implement the abstractions
introduced in Section 5.2.3. In order to represent the different levels and types of knowledge
defining those abstractions it is necessary to combine a number of ontologies. For example
the Web of Things model [7] might be used to describe the affordances while the Open
Digital Rights Language (ODRL [6]) would be useful to define access policies to data or
resources. Other existing ontologies might be extended or specialised to represent particular
needs in the agents domain like the Organization ontology [8] or sensor and actuator related
ontologies as SSN&SOSA [5] and SAREF [4]. Finally, specific domain ontologies related to
the agent’s tasks should be develop or reused. The Solid protocol states that “an agent is a
person, social entity, or software identified by a URI; e.g., a WebID denotes an agent”. We
then assume that such a URI would dereference to an entry point for the data pod of the
agent, where an Agent Description would be provided as an RDF graph, in addition to
the mandatory credentials for authenticating the agent. We call the Solid pod implementing
an agent’s Web body a pody [12].

5.2.5 Conclusion

The dominant view in AI research is that intelligence is defined in relation to the environment
an agent occupies [11]. The agents we have on the Web today also reflect the nature of their
environment: they mostly solve the problem of finding and curating information in a Web
of Documents. The Web, however, was designed to provide different levels of abstraction –
going from computer networks to a knowledge-level representation of the world [1]. With
recent standardisation efforts for Linked Data and subsequently the Web of Thing, the Web
now extends to the physical world and provides agents with a uniform, knowledge-level
hypermedia fabric that allows them “to browse and manipulate reality” – a vision that can
be traced back to the early days of the Web.23 This evolution unlocks new practical use cases
for more intelligent agents on the Web, but such agents have to be provided with a proper
level of abstraction that allows them to discover and interact with one another – and with
the world in general. This report presents an initial proposal for such a set of abstractions
with a focus on situatedness and embodiment. We invite the research community to join us
in further investigating and developing these abstractions.

23 See the keynote of Sir Tim Berners-Lee at the First International Conference on the World Wide Web
(WWW’94): https://videos.cern.ch/record/2671957
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5.3.1 Overview

One of the key outcomes from this working group was a consensus on the importance of
identifying a general representation format to enable both interoperability between different
Multi-Agent System (MAS) implementations and adaptability to unexpected differences in
the environment for agents that can engage in goal-oriented decision-making on the Web.
In the first three days of the seminar, this working group focused on aligning the necessary
terminology, investigating the definition of high-level goals, identifying different use cases and
decision-making procedures, and establishing the required abstractions for supporting plan
execution. On the fourth day, this working group further merged with working group 5 which
was focusing on the synthesis of MAS, with a particular focus on strategy identification for
agents on the Web. A brief summary of the broad range of topics discussed is provided in
the following.

5.3.2 Terminology Alignment

Early in the working group discussions, it became apparent that there was a divergence in
the terminology used. This section outlines key terms along with definitions that were agreed
by the group.

Environment: Generally viewed as the space that an agent inhabits. Environments can be
physical, virtual, or a combination of the two. In MAS, environments are seen as being
first-class abstractions in that they are as important as the agents that inhabit them [2].
In this working group, given the scope of the seminar, the environment was considered to
be a set of resources that are published on the Web; are accessible through the Web; and
are linked to one another (where relevant) via hyperlinks. Those resources could relate to
physical (e.g. sensors, actuators) or virtual (e.g. databases, services) resources.
Workspace: In general, a workspace is part of an environment that is oriented towards
a specific (set of) tasks or activities. Workspaces are an intermediary layer that adds
structure and organisation to the environment. Agents typically operate across one or
more workspaces. For the working group, a workspace was viewed as a set of resources
that are somehow related (e.g. the resources relating to a smart room or building) and
should be monitored by agents operating in that workspace.
Situatedness: This refers to the relationship between an agent and its environment.
Situated agents are able to interact with their environment via sensors and actuators.
Situated agents are considered to be closely coupled to their environment, and their
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behaviours can often be defined in terms of their effect on the environment. In terms of
the working group, agents are situated in the Web environment described above. Agents
are able to identify resources through Uniform Resource Identifiers and are able to interact
with them using HTTP operations.
Artifact/Thing: Artifacts are an abstraction of the non-agent entities that exist within an
environment. The concept arises from the Agents & Artifacts meta-model [2]. Artifacts
typically adhere to a well-defined interface that can be used by agents. Artifacts can
be anything (e.g. an diary, a shared whiteboard, or a web browser). In terms of the
Web, one possible application of artifacts is to use them as abstractions of resources [3],
providing a enabling medium for agent-resource interaction. In such an approach, the
artifact would be responsible for exposing the state of the resource and providing the
necessary functionality to interact with the resource. In contrast, a Thing is a specific
type of environment entity; typically a physical sensor / actuator device. The term
comes from the Internet of Things (IoT) community. One refinement of this view comes
from the Web of Things (WoT) community, where things are exposed on the Web as a
resource. Access to sensor data or control functions is exposed through the Web, and
the interface is usually described by an associated Thing Description. In this sense, a
Thing can be viewed as a stylised Web resource whose representations are constrained by
agreed standards.
Action/Operation: Agents perform actions in the environments they inhabit. They
do so by invoking actuators that implement the primitive mechanisms for affecting
the environment. Agents choose the action they wish to perform through a variety of
approaches, such as stigmergy, reinforcement learning or symbolic (logical) reasoning. In
the context of the working group, actions was taken to generally refer to the submission of
HTTP Requests to Web resources. An Operation is a type of actuator that is associated
with the Agents & Artifacts meta-model. It is part of the well-defined interface described
earlier. Each artifact has an associated set of operations that represent the different
ways that an agent can interact with the artifact. In terms of the working group, it was
agreed that agents perform actions by invoking operations on artifacts. Further the set
of operations associated with an artifact representing a Web resource would be the set of
valid HTTP Requests that can be used with that resource.
Effects/Pre-/Post-Conditions: In order for some types of agent to decide what action
to perform next, they need a description of the context in which an action can be
performed and possibly description of the impact/effect of that action. The terminology
for describing these descriptions is commonly drawn from early work on planning and
they are often defined in terms of logical formulae, but this is not a requirement. The
context in which an action may be performed is often defined as a partial description of
the state that the environment must be in for the action to be applicable. The action
context is often defined as a set of pre-conditions that is part of an action description that
also includes unique identifier for each action. In addition to providing a context in which
the action is applicable, many action descriptions also provide additional information
about the Effect of the action. This is often described in terms of the changes that the
action makes to the environment (both addition and removal). Effects are also known as
Post-conditions. The action descriptions are developed for specific scenarios as part of
the domain model. In the context of this work package, pre- and post- conditions are
expected to be defined in terms of the current state of one or more resources and the
changes that a given HTTP Request will have on that (set of) resources. How to express
a state of multiple web resources was not completely clear.
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Goals: A goal is generally viewed as a future state of affairs that the agent (or system) is
trying to achieve. Achieving a goal involves the creation of a plan of action. A plan is a
set of actions whose cumulative effect is the achieve the goal. The task of constructing a
plan of action to achieve a goal is known as planning. Goals that identify future states
that the agent wishes to achieve are broadly known as declarative goals. This type of
goal contrasts with the idea of procedural goals – goals that encapsulate some behaviour
that is to be achieved. For example, the task of paying a bill assigned to an agent can
be expressed declaratively via the goal <paid bill> or procedurally via the goal <pay
the bill>. The former refers to the state of having paid the bill and the later refers
to the procedure of paying the bill. Generally, planning involves the use of declarative
goals as it allows the planning problem to be expressed as a search through a space of
possible states. States are represented as nodes, and actions are associated with edges
that transition the system from one state (node) to another (node) as defined by the pre-
and post- conditions of the action description. In terms of this working group, much of
the discussion focused on goals in a more abstract sense or around declarative goals.
Global Guidance: Global guidance refers to the creation of high-level plans to achieve
domain specific goals. It is primarily concerned with goal refinement and is expected
to utilise planning techniques in conjunction with any domain models that have been
developed for the scenario. Largely, global guidance is concerned with the strategic
decision-making activities of the deployed system. The idea of global guidance is refined
further in section 5.3.4.
Local Guidance: Local guidance refers to the refinement of high-level plans based on the
context in which the agent is operating. It is primarily concerned with the reification of
the abstract domain model derived plans with the actual configuration of the environment.
In contrast with global guidance, local guidance is primarily concerned with tactical
decision-making and is also discussed further in section 5.3.4.
Protocols: Protocols define structured interactions between agents. They define a set
of messages that should be sent between two or more agents with a specified ordering
that can be global or partial in nature. Protocols are a building block for defining valid
patterns of interaction between agents. In the context of this work package, the existence
of protocols was assumed, but was not considered in detail.
Organisation: In Multi-Agent Systems research, an organisation is broadly defined as a
collection of agents that work together within an agreed context that is based around a set
of well defined roles with clear lines of communication and responsibilities. Organisations
apply structure to a Multi-Agent System and agents can play different roles within that
structure at different times depending on their own goals and objectives. In the context
of this working group, the function of an organisation was not discussed extensively.
Norms: Norms define the standard behaviour of a system (e.g. all cars going in the
same direction drive on the same side of the road). In societies, norms often emerge
from the behaviour of the individuals within that society (everybody else is doing it, so
should we). Norms can be formalised as laws, with an associated penalty, that can be
used to enforce compliant behaviour. Like organisations, norms can be used to provide
additional structure around the behaviour of agents. In some respect, norms can be seen
as a less rigid than organisations because that provide a kind of social guidance that each
agent can either adhere to or not. In the context of the working group, there was little
discussion around the use of norms.
The provided definitions enabled us to discuss primary abstractions that are commonly

encountered in a MAS. Such abstractions have been identified as potential candidates for
representation in a common format towards facilitating the interoperability and adaptability
of agents on the Web.
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5.3.3 Use Case

In this section, we present a scenario to motivate the definition and representation of proper
abstractions to support agents’ interactions in hypermedia environments. Given that agents
can execute a variety of tasks that call for coordination and communication among them,
and that the group was interested in challenges posed by a real-world scenario with agents
interacting through the Web with an evolving physical environment, a building automation
scenario can provide a suitable environment for testing a concept for modelling abstractions
of MAS.

In such a scenario, a human user may have a set of preferences relating to environmental
conditions stored in a personal Solid Pod24. Agents in the MAS can use the data from the
Pod to adopt goals towards increasing the user’s comfort with respect to the given set of
preferences. In the most simple scenario, we can imagine having a single agent managing
a room in the smart building, identifying users, retrieving information from the Pods of
the identified users, and striving to implement the desired environmental preferences. Of
course, the agent might also need to adapt its behavior based on constraints about energy
consumption, or towards supporting users’ productivity or health and safety, and so on.

Given a generic specification of the user comfort level as a goal, the agent will be delegated
to navigate the hypermedia environment and find the WoT Thing Descriptions of the things
it can interact with and adjust the conditions accordingly. Table 1 lists some things and
services the agent might need to interact with to achieve its goal.

Table 1 Things and services that allow to modify the comfort level in a smart room scenario.

Thing Description Illustrative use
Temperature
sensor

Provides the temperature of
the room (e.g. in Celsius De-
grees)

An agent can find in the thing’s description how to read
the temperature sensor of the room, monitor it, and
possibly actuate over things such as the air conditioning
to achieve a target temperature.

Humidity
Sensor

Provides the relative humid-
ity of the room

In order to attain a target humidity, an agent can find
instructions in the thing’s description for how to read the
room’s humidity sensor, monitor it, and possibly actuate
devices like the air conditioner.

Illuminance
sensor

Provides the illuminance of
the room (e.g. in Lumens)

In the thing’s description, an agent can find how to read
the room’s illuminance sensor, monitor it, and possibly
act on items like the lighting and window blinds to reach
a desired level of illumination.

Lighting
Bulbs

Actuator that affects the il-
luminance of the room

The power over this device can be adjusted over a range of
values by an agent to increase or reduce its effectiveness.
This will change the amount of light in the room.

Window
Blinds

Actuator that can cover or
uncover a window affecting
the illuminance and visibility
of the room

This actuator can be set in a range of values by an agent
for changing the lighting and visibility in the room, open-
ing or closing the covering.

Weather ser-
vice

Provides the forecast for tem-
perature and humidity in the
region in which the room is
located

This service can provide the forecast to the next hours.
This can be used by an agent that has a threshold in
energy consumption which may decide to use natural
light for some time even reducing the human comfort (e.g.
due to sun glare)

24 https://solidproject.org

https://solidproject.org
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Of course, there are other ways to implement this use case without having a single central
agent capable of managing everything. We could for example have different personal agents
representing different users, that will try to negotiate the best environmental condition for
each user. For instance, for finding a common sense for different preferences of multiple
human representative agents can adopt an existent protocol for auctions [1]. Also, an agent
representing the room’s provider might be present, and have its own preferences (e.g. a
certain threshold in energy consumption) in conflict with the comfort level thus they should
be negotiated and prioritized according to some extra definitions.

Another possibility may be to also have multiple agents controlling certain room conditions.
In each room there might be agents in charge of adjusting the temperature, humidity, and
illumination of a room, then the task would no longer require an agent to navigate the
hypermedia environment directly looking for things, but instead to navigate the MAS to
find which agents are responsible and interact with them. For instance, if the current room
temperature is not as a human prefers, its representative agent can ask the agent responsible
for controlling the room temperature to adjust it accordingly.

When the room is occupied by more than one agent, the interactions and coordination
issues can be even more complex. In this scenario setup, the agents can interact with each
other to properly coordinate their actions over the things of the room.

To monitor and control things, and to negotiate a suitable condition for the room, the
agents must employ common abstractions to describe their knowledge, intentions, goals, and
plans. Table 2 shows possible interactions between agents and things and among agents, as
well as necessary abstraction that they must share.

Table 2 Kind of interactions and necessary abstractions.

Interaction Abstraction description Examples of circumstances
Agent representing a
human / Environ-
ment described with
Thing’s Description

The agent must understand
what is described in the
Thing’s Description.

(i) For understanding the value of the temperat-
ure, the agent must know in which unit it is being
represented.
(ii) For setting up the temperature the agent must
know if a particular action would increase or de-
crease the power over a cooler or a heater.

Agent representing a
human / Agents con-
trolling room’s condi-
tions

The agents that are interact-
ing must have a common un-
derstanding of perceptions,
actions, desires and inten-
tions.

(i) The agent that controls the temperature may
increase the power of the heater to achieve a re-
quest made by an agent representing an human in
the room.
(ii) The agent that controls the humidity refuses
the request of a human representative after real-
ising that achieving the requested humidity con-
flicts with a higher priority target that is already
set.

Agent representing a
human / Agent rep-
resenting another hu-
man

The agents that are interact-
ing must negotiate the final
desired outcome. Therefore,
they must have a common
understanding of relevant in-
teraction protocol.

(i) The agent that controls the temperature may
reply to a second human representative agent that
it will set the temperature for the average of these
two, or they must negotiate another target.

5.3.4 Strategic and Tactical Planning

For this section, we assume that we already have a way of expressing goals for agents as well
as actions, which agents can take, and their effects on the environment at an abstract level.
We will call this a domain model. An example of an abstract representation of an agent’s
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goal in the domain of building automation would be “I want to make the room brighter”.
The domain model would then comprise all possible actions and their effects, e.g. “I can set
the power of light bulbs to adjust the brightness” or “I can lift the blinds of a window in
order to adapt the brightness of the room to the outside brightness”.

Agents that want to achieve such a goal in hypermedia environments like the Web usually
have to make plans on two different levels. We call them strategic planning and tactical
planning. Strategic plans are plans on a high level of abstraction, and they are made a priori,
have a global scope, and are based on a domain model (which could e.g. captured with an
OWL ontology). A strategic plan in the given domain for the goal “I want to make the room
brighter” could, for example, be “I need to find a light bulb in the room, then I can adjust
its power”. We make no assumptions about the mechanics of the plan creation or acquisition
here (it could be classical PDDL planning, but it could also be a neural network generating
the plan).

To actually carry out a plan, an agent has to interact with its environment. In the case of
hypermedia environments, these interactions usually are either following a link or submitting
a form to a server. This means that agents have to refine their strategic plan to be able to
execute it. Agents employ tactical planning to refine their strategic plans. Tactical plans, as
opposed to strategic plans, are made at run time, have a local scope, and are based on what
the agent found out about the environment (e.g. based on WoT Thing Descriptions that
have been found). An example of a tactical plan would be “I send an HTTP POST request
with the payload ‘<> rdf:value 10 .’ to http://ex.org/room1/bulb4/properties/power”.
A comparison between strategic and tactical plans can be seen in Table 3.

We need the separation between the two levels of plans because hypermedia environments
are usually highly dynamic environments and (strategic) plans that are too detailed get
obsolete very fast.

The environment can help agents in creating tactical plans by providing metadata about
the available links and forms that the agent can understand (e.g. “If you follow this link, you
will get a list of all devices in the room”). The environment could even take a more active
role in guiding an agent by presenting them only links and forms which the environment
knows that they are useful to the agent (e.g. “I know you are an agent for handling the room
brightness, thus I will only show you links to the devices that can influence brightness”).

What parts of a plan should belong to the tactical side and what to the strategic side is
not fixed but lies on a continuum. The exact position on the continuum depends on the use
application scenario. At one end of the continuum, plans in agents would be hard-coded: the
agent already has a very detailed “strategic” plan of what exact steps to carry out in which
order (first send this HTTP request, then that HTTP request) based on the domain model
before it starts executing it. This works well in a static and deterministic environment, and it
is very efficient there, but hard-coded plans are not flexible and cannot adapt to unforeseen
changes in the environment at all.

On the other end of the continuum, agents do their best effort link following: the agent
has no strategic plan at all (maybe because it does not have knowledge about the domain)
and just follows the links and submits the forms that at the moment seem most useful to
them; it just uses tactical plans. This approach is very flexible (as it makes no assumptions
about the environment) but usually also not very efficient.

For the design of Hypermedia MAS, it clearly is a challenge for system designers to
determine where on the described continuum the different agents should be located. It will
also be important to find out, how the transitions between the two planning tactics work
and how they influence each other.

http://ex.org/room1/bulb4/properties/power
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Table 3 Comparison of the different aspects of strategic and tactical planning.

Strategic Planning Tactical Planning
Time A priori At run time
Scope Global Local
Based on Domain model Environment

Focus on leads to High efficiency,
low flexibility

Low efficiency,
high flexibility

5.3.5 Designing MAS for Strategic and Tactical Planning

The discussion about strategic and tactical planning presented in the previous section moved
our focus from the external data that should be made available to the agent to the internal
decision-making processes. We believe that a better understanding of the patterns that
agents could use to reason and adapt to changes in their environment is crucial to also
identifying how to sufficiently describe such environments with a suitable representation.

We then decided to join our efforts with the working group focused on synthesis in MAS
since both groups shared an interest in the activities of the other and felt they were going
towards similar objectives.

We ended up with a shared view of the main abstractions that are needed to design a
MAS in order to account for many possible strategies to refine tactical planning. We named
such strategies Course Check and Revision Strategies (CCRS) which are further described in
our shared report.

5.3.6 Conclusion and Planned Work

Our initial focus on examining representation formats for describing goals and environments
led us to explore ways to enable heterogeneous agents to collaborate effectively on the Web
and to enhance agents’ autonomous decision-making through tactical planning. Eventually,
we shifted our attention towards designing a system that accounts for divergences between
the design time abstraction of an environment and its run-time implementation.

The collaboration between our team and the working group on the synthesis on MAS has
proven to be fruitful. We are pleased with the outcomes of our joint efforts and intend to
pursue this research direction further. Specifically, we aim to investigate the use of CCRS in
agent architectures, and how these strategies can be supported by detailed descriptions of
the hypermedia environment, the goals of a MAS, and the other agents present within the
system.
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5.4.1 Overview

This working group report sums up the activities of the joint sessions between working group
4 (Representation Formats) and working group 5 (MAS synthesis). The groups merged due
to similar interests in the relationship of design-time plans and run-time adaptation to real
hypermedia environment for autonomous software agents. An extended version of this work
has been submitted to the 2023 ACM Hypertext Conference.

5.4.2 Introduction and Background

Supported by Web browsers and online services such as search engines and recommender
systems, many people today excel at efficiently navigating the Web’s hypermedia structure
towards achieving their goals. The essence of navigating hypermedia is that a user is able
to match a discovered – local – hypermedia control with their – global – application goal.
For instance, the control HTTP PUT /cart { ”isbn” = ”978-1452654126” } should be
matched with the goal to buy the book “The Design of Everyday Things”). Users accomplish
this matching using information in the representation of the current Web resource – in the
above example, this might be a button labelled Add to Shopping Cart! or a cart icon. The
user hence needs to be able to find out that a specific local hypermedia control is indeed
suitable to advance towards their goal; for buying a book, this is true for most users because
the online shop has been modelled according to how people shop in the physical world, hence
it is natural that the book should be “put into the cart” for enabling the user to, eventually,
buy it.

From a technical perspective, this process is on the Web enabled by a mechanism that is
part of the Uniform Interface constraint of the REST architectural style [1]: Hypermedia as
the Engine of Application State (HATEOAS) constrains REST systems so that clients only
perform hypermedia state transitions on resources using actions that are provided within the
hypermedia that the server delivers [2]. With HATEOAS the only implemented capability of
a hypermedia client should be the way to select which hypermedia control is useful to achieve
the goal. This avoids tight coupling between clients and servers, and permits a hypermedia
environment and its clients to evolve independently from one another.

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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While central to the way humans navigate the Web, the REST HATEOAS constraint
is today not emphasized in the design of hypermedia environments that are roamed by
machines. However, following larger academic emphasis on this topic in the wake of the Web
of Things movement [3, 4, 5], industry and standardization groups have been gaining interest
in HATEOAS over the past decade, for instance at the World Wide Web Consortium’s (W3C)
Web of Things (WoT) Working Group.25. This rising interest is driven by an increasing
requirement on machine clients to more autonomously navigate hypermedia environments,
and handle environment dynamics [6].

We argue that not least due to today’s wide availability of powerful AI models that
might be used by artificial agents to provide guidance in hypermedia environments, revisiting
the role of HATEOAS and the matching process of high-level domain goals of agents with
low-level hypermedia controls is required. HATEOAS, together with suitable local traversal
strategies, could form a cornerstone to permit artificial agents to roam the Web – and use its
services – similar to how people do it.

5.4.3 Strategies for Autonomous Navigation

In-line with research in the field of Autonomous Agents and MAS, we suppose that an
artificial agent for a hypermedia environment is created by an agent designer according to
a (design-time) model that the designer holds of the environment. This creation process
involves the design and programming of the agent’s logic towards achieving the agent’s design
objective. At run time, the agent is placed in a hypermedia environment and executes its
programmed behavior. In environments such as the Web, it is however likely that the agent
will encounter an environment that does not exactly match the expectations of the agent
designer. The agent then either needs to cope with unexpected violations of the design-time
assumptions (e.g., nonexistent hyperlinks or link relations); or it may optimize its way to
achieve the goal if discovered hypermedia controls suggest better ways to achieve its design
objective.

We argue that, to permit this level of adaptation to the environment, the agent should
be equipped with strategies of evaluating which of a set of encountered hypermedia controls
will enable it to realize its design objective.

We refer to such strategies as Course Check and Revision Strategies (CCRS). A CCRS
describes what an agent does at run time to verify if the next step of its planned course of
action is (still) possible and/or prudent given the available run-time information and the
agent’s objective. From an application perspective, CCRS can be either reactive or proactive:
Reactive CCRS are designed to enable agents to cope with unexpected variations of the
run-time environment that violate design-time assumptions. The agent hence is required to
deviate from the original course of action; for instance, the agent designer might not have
known that an agent would need to be logged in to access a specific resource – the agent
in this case requires a CCRS that permits it to discover how to log in to the system at run
time. Proactive CCRS permit agents to discover opportunities that it may choose to exploit
to achieve its design objective in a better (faster/cheaper/more privacy-friendly/etc.) way.
Following these opportunities, the agent then actively changes its designed course of action
to optimize the path towards its design objective.

25 https://www.w3.org/WoT/wg/
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Table 4 Categories of CCRS with examples (non-exhaustive) based on the CCRS’ main depend-
encies.

Category Depends on Examples
Independent – Fail, Random links, Retry,

Backtrack
Environment-Oriented environment features Affordance-based, Stigmergic
AI-Oriented computational resources, data

availability,
model/environment fit

Prediction, Reinforcement
Learning, Planning,
Reasoning

Socially-Oriented presence of other agents /
communication

Consultation, Delegation,
Human-in-the-Loop

When creating an agent to reach an objective in a hypermedia environment, the agent
designer may then equip its agent not only with the primary (sometimes even hard-coded)
course of action – e.g., a list of URIs to access; a list of link relations26 to follow; a list of
W3C WoT Interaction Affordances27 to exploit; etc. – but also with one or several CCRS
among the ones presented below.

5.4.4 Course Check and Revision Strategies

In this section, we propose a list of CCRS that an agent designer might select from when
creating agents that roam Web hypermedia environments – or other environments where
HATEOAS-like feedback is available. We do not claim that this list is exhaustive; rather,
it should provide a starting point for the creation of a catalog of CCRS while at the same
time further illustrating our approach and connecting it to different areas within artificial
intelligence and beyond. The choice of a specific CCRS depends on the amount and type of
autonomy and flexibility that an agent designer intends to give to the agent it creates as
well as on the specific abstraction of the environment that the agent designer holds at design
time.

We group CCRS in four categories: Independent, Environment-Oriented, AI-Oriented,
and Socially-Oriented which are briefly illustrated in Table 4.

5.4.4.1 Independent CCRS

Independent CCRS do not place any special requirements on the hypermedia environment
and do not require specific information about available hypermedia controls.

5.4.4.2 Environment-oriented CCRS

Environment-oriented CCRS depend on specific features of the environment to recover from
unexpected situations (when used reactively) or to optimize the hypermedia traversal of an
agent (when used proactively).

26 https://www.iana.org/assignments/link-relations/link-relations.xhtml
27 https://www.w3.org/TR/wot-thing-description11/
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5.4.4.3 AI-oriented CCRS

In AI-oriented CCRS, the agent is equipped with access to an AI (sub)system that it
consults at run time to reactively resolve unexpected situations or to proactively optimize its
traversal of the hypermedia environment. For these strategies to remain efficient, the agent
designer needs to select a type of AI that is compatible with the resources in the hypermedia
environment and that can readily use the information that is provided by these resources
towards eluding the appropriate next hypermedia control to use for achieving the agent’s
design objective.

5.4.4.4 Socially-oriented CCRS

In socially-oriented CCRS, the agent relies on other agents to support its traversal of
hypermedia. The supporting agents are considered to be autonomous entities rather than
tools that the agent makes use of (we discuss this in more detail in the following Section 5.4.6).
In socially-oriented CCRS, the agent designer needs to have sufficient confidence in the
ability and willingness of other agents to support the traversing agent at run time, and such
agents need to be present, capable to communicate between each other, and perceivable by
the created agent.

5.4.5 CCRS in a Single Agent Scenario

We provide a simple yet sufficiently complex scenario to illustrate our proposal and the
interplay between the creation of an agent at design time and its execution at run time. For
this scenario, suppose that a designer creates an agent that it intends to task with switching
on a lamp in a hypermedia environment and then leaving feedback about its usage of the
hypermedia environment. At design time, the designer holds expectations about several
aspects of the to-be-encountered run-time environment, and each of these expectations is
connected to a confidence:
E1: The designer knows with full confidence that the environment’s entry point URI is

https://mythings.example.org/room-d-12.
E2: The designer knows that the entry point URI represents a thing directory, i.e. a list of

hyperlinks to Web APIs of physical devices that are contained in a room. The designer is
sure that there is only a single lamp in this list and believes that the hyperlink to the
lamp’s API is located on the second page of the directory. While the designer neither
knows the URI of that page nor of the lamp’s API, the designer believes that the directory
exposes next link relations to support pagination.

E3: It is unknown to the designer what specific lamp the agent will encounter at run time,
and hence it does not know about the API. The designer furthermore does not know
whether the agent will be required to first log in before it can switch the lamp.

E4: The designer has high confidence that all hypermedia resources expose hypermedia
controls for leaving textual feedback. The designer knows that the link relation that is
exposed to hint at these controls is leaveFeedback and they know about the specific
hypermedia control required.

The designer creates an agent to achieve the design objective based on this environment
model: Based on (E1), it programs this agent to first send a GET request to https:
//mythings.example.org/room-d-12. Based on (E2), it programs the agent to, next, find
a next link relation and follow it until the returned resource representation contains a
hyperlink to the API of a Lamp. Based on (E3), it programs the agent to achieve the goal
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Lamp On which it specifies declaratively using a suitable language (e.g., RDF28). Finally,
based on (E4), the designer programs the agent to find a leaveFeedback link relation and
use it to send a feedback text.

Because of its little knowledge or low confidence with respect to E2 and E3, the agent
designer furthermore equips the agent with several CCRS to locally cope with deviations
and/or optimize its traversal of the hypermedia environment:

To cope with a resource not exhibiting the expected link relations in Step 2 and Step
4 of the process (i.e., next and leaveFeedback), the designer gives the agent an AI-
Oriented CCRS like using a large language model for the ability to cope with unexpected
vocabularies.
For achieving the goal of switching on the lamp, the agent designer equips the agent with
a CCRS that uses an AI planning system for locally computing a plan. At run time, this
CCRS will succeed if suitable metadata is available, where typical planners require the
pre- and post-conditions of using a hypermedia control to be specified; these can then be
chained to lead the agent to achieve its goal.
The agent designer knows that the planning strategy, while remaining a possibility, might
fail for several reasons. For this reason, the designer includes another CCRS that uses
uses Consultation/Delegation. The agent is hence programmed to contact a (hard-coded
or locally discovered) resource – e.g., a specialized local lamp-switching agent or a human
agent – when it requires help with achieving its goal of switching on the lamp.

When the agent now starts executing its program in the given hypermedia environment,
it will engage none, any, or all its CCRS after each usage of a hypermedia control to possibly
modify its future course of action. In this example, the CCRS depend on implicit or explicit
environment support, e.g. on information being available about the environment for the
Planning CCRS, and on other agents being present and capable for the Consulting/Delegation
CCRS.

5.4.6 CCRS in a Multi-Agent Scenario

In this section, we investigate how our proposed type of increased local autonomy through
CCRS impacts the behavior and design of a Multi-Agent System (MAS). In a MAS, several
agents work towards the achievement of their individual goals [7]. The way these individual
goals are related to each other defines whether the agents within the MAS are cooperative –
in this case, a top-level goal is usually decomposed into smaller problems that are solved by
agents that share results and communicate with each other. In a non-cooperative scenario,
agents might have competing interests, but usually are expected to work rationally and
towards achieving an equilibrium [8].

In our exploration we considered only a cooperative MAS expanding the scenario from
Section 5.4.5 to one with two interdependent agents in two roles:

The Lamp Operator is tasked to use hypermedia to turn on a lamp in a repository and
then leave feedback.
The Heater Operator is tasked to use hypermedia to turn on a heater and then leave
feedback. It holds a key that, when submitted through HTTP POST to the https:
//mythings.example.org/authorizeAll endpoint, will authorize other agents to access
the repository resource.

28 https://www.w3.org/RDF/
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In this situation, the MAS designer will create a multi-agent plan that requires the Heater
Operator to first post the key to unlock the repository, then access the repository, and
then search for the heater hypermedia control and actuate the heater. The Lamp Operator
agent will be programmed to wait until it can access the repository and then proceed to
find and use the lamp control. In our approach, the MAS designer equips the two agents
with suitable CCRS to permit them to recover from unexpected run-time situations and to
identify optimization potential at run time.

However, suppose that, at run time, the Heater Operator uses a CCRS to discover that
there is a direct access link to the heater control in the environment that permits it to access
that control without first posting its key. Although it might be prudent for this individual
agent to optimize its course of action, this behavior would not satisfy the goal of the MAS,
since the Lamp Operator would in this case not be able to complete its design objective.

5.4.6.1 Dealing with Multi-Agent Coordination

The use of CCRS in MAS is hence constrained in multi-agent plans that require coordination.
Problems arise whenever an agent discovers a environmental shortcut through a CCRS that
might be more rewarding for the agent but that leads to the skipping of a coordination point
that is required for the overall MAS behavior. This effectively limits the freedom of an agent
that cannot use its CCRS without considering the effects on the whole MAS, and the direct
consequence is that agents either need to refrain from using CCRS or they need to coordinate
with other agents whenever applying a CCRS that might impact other agents.

Several possibilities might be available, however thet will be largely dependent on the
concrete scenario, including the abilities of the agents and the characteristics of the environ-
ment.

In our MAS scenario, the Heater Operator might for exaple follow one of these strategies
upon finding a shortcut through a CCRS:

If the designer explicitly designed an organization for the MAS, the agent may first look
up the organizational specification for the MAS. This specification will in this case include
the obligation on the agent to post the key, and the agent would be in violation of this if
it continued following the CCRS.
If the agent can communicate with other agents, it may follow the CCRS-suggested course
of action, but first broadcast the key (and how to use it) to other agents so that they
can use the key by themselves if needed. If no direct communication is possible but the
environment permits creating shared resources among the agents in the MAS, the agent
might leave the unlock information in the environment for other agents to find.
If the designer creates an explicit synchronization point in the agent plans where the
agents are programmed to meet, the agent may choose the CCRS-provided route to reach
this point, but – if the other agent is not reaching the synchronization point – it might
backtrack and repeat the part of the original plan that it skipped.

5.4.6.2 Dealing with Heterogeneous Agents

The agents might also have heterogeneous capabilities – different actions they are able to
perform in the environment, different means of communication with other agents, different
cognitive capabilities, etc. – and also heterogeneous knowledge about their design objectives
and the environment – different vocabularies that they may understand, different data they
have access to, etc. If it is not possible to capture these differences at design time in a
comprehensive model, which may occur in open systems like the Web, agents should be
enabled to adapt to such differences at run time to still be able to coordinate in the MAS.
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Considering again the heater-and-lamp multi-agent scenario, the Heater Operator might
decide to delegate the task of using the key to other agents in the environment since it wants
to pursue a more direct plan that was discovered using its CCRS. In order for the agent to
consider this delegation strategy, the designer must have confidence that other agents can
(i) receive such messages, (ii) understand a shared vocabulary to express goals and plans,
and (iii) be able to perform a similar subset of actions.

If any of these conditions are violated at run time, the delegating agent might realize
that no agent is responding to the task it was trying to delegate and use its CCRS to further
adapt to this circumstance.
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Societies of agents are constantly confronting a changing world, environment, and society.
They have to learn how to behave in such a context and to reason on how to exploit what
they have learned. This covers learning actions that they can do (including independently or
jointly), learning how others behave, and learning what is expected from them. Learning
may take its source from the web, including the web of things, the behaviour of other agents,
and combinations thereof. It can take advantage of diverse techniques (e.g. neural networks,
embedding, reinforcement learning, Bayesian inference and Markov games, clustering, active
learning, and inductive logic programming), some of them specific to agents, e.g. multi-agent
reinforcement learning (MARL). Learning and reasoning will provide agents with the ability
to more flexibly, dynamically, and better perform their tasks. Some challenges in this context
come from articulated learning at the agent level and at the organisation level, dealing with
implicit objects (only modelled in other agents) and explicit objects (that may be embodied
in the web). As a typical example of this, we choose to focus on norms and more precisely
behavioural norms.

This is a summary of discussions in the Working Group on Learning and Reasoning with
Behavioural Norms. We chose to focus on norms as a topical area of research to focus our
discussions, rather than trying to cover learning and reasoning more broadly.

5.5.1 Motivations and Bridges to other Working Groups

Societies of agents are constantly confronting a changing world, environment, and society.
They have to learn how to behave in such a context and to reason on how to exploit what
they have learned. Learning and reasoning connects well with the other topics discussed
during this Seminar, in particular in connection with the following questions:

How can we incorporate metadata about the data used for learning and reasoning,
including metadata to determine its provenance and trustworthiness?
How can we store and query the data needed for learning and reasoning in a decentralised
manner, as in pods for individual agents?
How can learning and reasoning methods accommodate models of actuators, including
through affordances, in the design of an environment through which an agent can observe
and control the environment?
How can agents create and execute collaborative plans?
How can agents interact with each other felicitously, through learning and reasoning
about norms?
How may flexible governance be accomplished by learning and reasoning about norms,
especially to figure out the boundaries between competing norms in a contextual manner?

Because the topic is so wide, we choose to focus on one particular kind of objects: norms.
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5.5.2 Learning and Reasoning about Behavioural Norms

Norms are patterns of behaviour for group members in which compliance or violations of the
implicit or explicit rules may lead to sanctioning. Norms vary in their extent of explicitness
or implicitness and may be prescriptive (including proscriptive) or descriptive. Prescriptive
norms may carry the force of legal regulations and laws. Sanctions may be positive or
negative and may apply to an individual or a group and be given by an individual or a group
[3]. One example is for drivers of vehicles on public roads, self-driving vehicles and humans,
who will all need to follow the same norms to get along smoothly. Some of these norms are
explicitly described in the highway code, whilst others remaining implicit, or tacit, must be
learned through experience. Sanctions may involve honking the horn or flashing the vehicle’s
headlights – besides actual fines for violating prescriptive norms, not solely descriptive ones.

On the web, where people and software agents meet, they both have to follow social
norms. It is therefore interesting to consider groups involving combinations of people and
agents. The agents are intelligent provided they can learn and reason as they interact with
their environment, which includes other group members. Reasoning involves making decisions
about actions with the environment, or changing the agent’s beliefs, desires, and intentions.
Beliefs may also cover the agent’s understanding of people and other agents (as in the Theory
of Mind modelling).

Some questions that arise:
What is the relationship between norms and governance?
Are we using agents to model people or are we investigating social norms for artificial
agents?
What are suitable metamodels for explicit norms?
How can we describe behaviours in a symbolic or sub-symbolic form (e.g. using deep
neural networks or other embedding techniques)?
How do we revise or update the rules of individual agents that describe their behaviour?
How can we model heterogeneous communities of agents with different social values?
How can we avoid unfair norms that are discriminatory to certain classes of users and
agents?
How can we deal with hostile or malicious agents?
How are agents supposed to know and learn explicit and tacit norms?
How can we evaluate the effectiveness of learning social norms?

One approach to learning social norms uses multi-agent reinforcement learning based upon
(negative) sanctioning, where an agent, or a group of agents, makes known its disapproval
of another agent, based upon the second agent’s behaviour. The disapproval could be
communicated one-to-one to the agent deemed to have violated the norms, or publicly to the
group as a whole.

5.5.3 Use Cases Involving Norms

We chose use cases that make the connection, at least in some respects, with agents and the
web but require learning and reasoning. They show the practical use of the following aspects:

Understanding the benefit of incorporating norms with respect to agents on the Web
Learning, revising, and reasoning about behavioural norms
Working with implicit and explicit norms
Supporting norms in relation to planning tasks
Supporting norms in relation to causal reasoning – understanding intent on the basis that
most people/agents will follow the norm, and recognising violations
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The use cases that we considered were as follows:
Ride sharing across town balancing personal desires and needs, following norms, as well
as continual learning of norms and related metadata
Social media assistant advising you (in a dialogue) whether you would violate the norms
should you go ahead and send your draft post, and/or for directing posts to moderators for
possible sanctions. This is in the context of federated social networks such as Mastodon.
Checking compliance with regulations such as GDPR and determining how they should
evolve to reduce violations [2]: tighter or looser?
The ride-sharing use case is as follows: volunteers or paid drivers offer to drive people

across town, e.g. to shops, medical appointments, and so on [1]. A car may be shared
by multiple passengers with different pick-up and drop-off locations. Some people may be
limited in how far they can walk. What are the rewards for the drivers to drive and for the
passengers to accommodate each other’s needs? How can software learn metadata, norms,
and sanctions from the journeys undertaken? How can we match drivers to passengers
dynamically? How can we integrate with information sources providing the essential live or
static knowledge, e.g. about roadwork? The people who want a ride should be able to offer
suggestions and express their preferences regarding the origin, destination, and timing of
their journey.

What is the contribution of plausible knowledge and statistical models? How can we
unite such knowledge with argumentation theory for assessing and balancing conflicting
desires and constraints? How can we employ other approaches, e.g. constraint satisfaction
algorithms, to facilitate smooth functioning and collaboration?

What kinds of norms arise in this use case? For example, a societal objective would be that
the elderly or people with walking sticks should be dropped off close to their destination, and
likewise picked up close to their starting points. Journey times should not be unreasonably
long for any passenger. Journeys should be navigated to avoid known problems (road works,
traffic jams).

How can this use case be implemented in a decentralised manner, where the information
belonging to different users stays with them and in their control and where their decision
making is likewise local?

5.5.4 Identified Challenges

We identified the following challenges and places for design decisions.
Should the treatment of norms be data-driven or model-driven? We expect both in
various ways but capturing their interplay is non-trivial.
What are the tradeoffs between tacit and explicit norms?
What are suitable standards for expressing explicit norms as a basis for reasoning about
norms and the decisions to take in reference to the norms?
How can agents incorporate Theory of Mind reasoning, involving beliefs, desires, and
intentions (BDI) and other folk psychological notions?
How can agents collectively learn norms in a federated manner without revealing confid-
ential information of their users to others?
How can learning and reasoning about norms be performed at the subsymbolic level?
What are constraints on agent-to-agent communications, e.g., those that affect the learning
performed individually and jointly by the agents?
What would be the nature of an approach based upon publicly sharing information on
norm violations, with such information sharing improving reasoning and acting as a
potential deterrent to violators?
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How does learning and reasoning about norms relate to trust and trustworthiness, and
provide a foundation for the construction of trustworthy systems? Agents should learn
to behave in a trustworthy manner and should learn to calibrate their trust in another
agent with its observed trustworthiness.

5.5.5 Conclusion

Enabling agents to learn and reason about behavioural norms will be increasingly important
given the rapid pace of advances in artificial intelligence, and the need to ensure that
applications enrich human society. This raises many challenging issues that we only had the
opportunity to skim through in this report.
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5.6.1 Introduction

There are major similarities in the motivations behind multiagent systems (MAS) and the
Web. Both disciplines and practices seek to advance decentralization and openness in that
ideally there is not a single locus of control and agents can behave and interact broadly
autonomously under local control.

This report addresses the interplay of multiagent systems with the Web. Specifically, it
concerns how constructs and techniques identified in the study of the governance of MAS can
be realized over the Web architecture and how the governance of the Web can be beneficially
structured based on constructs and techniques developed for the governance of MAS. In
simple terms, it seeks to answer the following two questions:

What does the Web offer to support the governance of MAS?
We anticipate ways to use the scalability and evolvability of the Web to build easy-to-use,
widely deployed MAS. Scalability and evolvability are two of the several non-functional
requirements that can easily be met if a system’s architecture relies on the Web.
What does the governance of MAS offer the Web?
We anticipate approaches for governance that provide flexibility and local control with
formal models that support correctness and generality going beyond the typically pro-
cedural kinds of governance seen on the Web today. A challenge here is to map abstract
models for governance in MAS to Web components, in a way that preserves Web archi-
tectural constraints and thereby guarantees the associated non-functional requirements
of scalability and evolvability.

The main contribution of this report is the identification of crucial challenges pertaining
to the interplay of MAS and the Web, and the formulation of some initial research questions
that might guide future research on this topic.

5.6.2 Key Concepts and Considerations

We understand the Web as a collection of resources, identified with uniform resource identifiers
(URIs) and supporting hyperlinked representations, along with a computational architecture
that supports locating and accessing the identified resources. The computational architecture
is based on standard protocols for manipulating resources (e.g., HTTP, CoAP29). We think
here of architectural constraints (such as for caching, layering, and uniform interaction) as
captured in the original design rationale for the Web Architecture [18], but see also the W3C
Recommendation for the Web Architecture [22]. Some of these constraints, especially uniform
interaction, are captured by the Linked Data principles [21], which can be supplemented by
an ontology specification [34]. Some extensions to the above architecture, such as through
the observer pattern (implemented in CoAP [28]) and local state transfer [30], aim at going
beyond the “Web of Documents” [19].

There are numerous studies relating the Web and MAS. These exhibit two general trends:
some focus on applying RDF and Linked Data to expose agents to hypermedia-driven environ-
ments [4, 10, 16, 25], while others combine a formal declarative model of norms [7, 12, 26, 31]
to specify social protocols [8]. Such social protocols provide a more thoroughly decentralized
conception of Berners-Lee’s [1] notion of social machines. Recent W3C Recommendations
for the Social Web, including Linked Data Notifications, ActivityStream, ActivityPub and
WebSub [20], offer ways to connect these two trends, by implementing social protocols over
Linked Data.

29 Constrained Application Protocol: https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc7252
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Dimensions that are common to all MAS architecture, such as the environment, organ-
ization and interaction dimensions, are defined at a higher level of abstraction than Web
resources and protocols. Constraints such as caching, layering and uniform interaction apply
to components, exposing a certain functionality through ports. Web components may only
have client or server ports, exchanging messages in a standard protocol. Components with
client ports only are called origin clients, those with server ports only are origin servers and
a third kind of component, proxies, have an equal number of client ports and server ports,
forwarding requests from clients to servers or vice versa [18].

To be able to analyse the interplay between MAS and the Web, a mapping from MAS
abstractions to (more concrete) Web components is necessary. Given the complexity of both
fields, there is no trivial mapping and most likely not a unique mapping across the two levels
of abstraction. In the following, we perform a case study to help identify some preliminary
mappings that would transfer effective governance mechanisms developed in MAS research.

5.6.3 Example Scenario: Organ Allocation

Consider a simplified version of the process for allocating donated organs and tissue to
potential transplant recipients called Carrel [33]. The distribution of organs and tissues
in Carrel, given its Spanish and Catalan context, would be overseen by the Spanish ONT,
together with the Catalan Organitzaciò CATalana de Trasplantament (OCATT)30.

Tissue distribution is essentially demand-driven because tissues can be preserved and
stored over extended periods with no significant degradation. Organ distribution is essentially
supply-driven because the need is known before a suitable part becomes available. For the
purposes of this report, we only consider the second case of organ distribution where the
need is known before availability.

To achieve its goal, the requesting agent must negotiate with the agents that represent
hospitals with potential donors. In the original version of Carrel, participating agents are in
effect regimented by so-called governor agents, to prevent non-compliance, but in general,
agents may choose to take non-compliant actions. Thus, we assume that agent actions in this
contemporary Carrel are all visible to the regulatory bodies, as is the case in the physical
world: hospital Transplant Coordination Unit agents (TCUs) communicate their requests to
members of ONT/OCATT, who then contact other hospitals to find a donor and select the
best match. To participate in Carrel, each agent must hold an authorisation in the form of a
certificate.

5.6.4 Relevant Multiagent Systems Approaches

We briefly highlight some relevant multiagent systems approaches.

5.6.4.1 Norms and Roles

Early approaches used agent-mediated electronic institutions [33] to model Carrel by capturing
the structure of the interactions between hospitals, tissue banks, and institutional agents
managing the process, as well as the norms that govern these interactions and the match
between a donor and recipient [17]. Following one approach from the MAS literature [6],
we can capture the sociotechnical system requirements in terms of accountability [9] and
only then proceed to identify the information exchanges between the agents and hence their
individual actions.

30 https://trasplantaments.gencat.cat

https://trasplantaments.gencat.cat
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5.6.4.2 Allocation Protocol

Consider a simplified Organ Donation protocol for TCU agents. The agent holding a surgeon’s
request for transplant sends its request to another agent, which responds with a donation offer.
The requesting agent then has the choice of confirming or rejecting the offer, presumably
depending on the strength of this match against any other offers it may have received from
other prospective donor hospitals. To facilitate the modeling of norms, such interactions
could be captured declaratively in languages such as the Blindly Simple Protocol Language
(BSPL) language [29].

5.6.4.3 Norm Representation and Monitoring

Over the last 30 years, researchers in MAS have proposed many approaches to reasoning
about norms as well as computational approaches to monitoring a MAS for norm violations
[2, 5, 13]. A crucial aspect of this work is to provide a formal representation of norms (see,
e.g., [15] for an overview of approaches). For example, the Expectation Event Calculus (EEC)
[14] is applicable to this problem.

5.6.5 Candidate Architectures

On the Web, servers hold the power and may hide information, redirect requests or reject
them, thereby reducing the action available to agents. We may think of institutions as
components with a server port, receiving requests from agents Unlike a “user agent” (browser)
in the Web architecture, an autonomous agent might have both client and server roles
simultaneously and can have one-sided elementary interactions, where they are not awaiting
a response. The requirements of autonomous agents are closer to those of servients in the
lingo of the W3C Web of Things Architecture [24], which are components with both client
and server roles that can interact in a peer-to-peer manner. If the agent is visible to other
agents, i.e. if its representation is dereferenceable, the representation can point, for instance,
to a Linked Data Notification inbox that receives messages from other agents [3].

An institution may not need to materialize as a Web component: if norms are defined
at design time, agents may be guaranteed to behave (in general) as per these norms, and
certification may occur at design time, such that an agent either uses a single certificate
throughout the system’s lifetime or periodically renews its certificate. Such an institution
would have no sanctioning power, nor any need for sanctioning. It cannot easily change the
applicable norms either. Updating a norm would potentially require modifying the behavior
of all agents at the same time. This is a basic, but inflexible solution.

5.6.5.1 Institution as Read-Only Server

The behavior of an agent may be decoupled from the norms that regulate it, though: if norms
are exposed by a read-only (origin) server, an agent may dereference the norms from time to
time and internalize whatever formal specifications the server returns. In this configuration,
the institutional component has the power of dictating and changing norms at run time. The
ability of a

5.6.5.2 Institution as Read-Write Server

In order for the institution to gain sanctioning power, another component may manage
its real-time state. The state of the institution includes the level of compliance of each
participating agent, which is directly derived from the confirmations/rejections they generate.
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To be able to maintain its state, the institutional component must be able to observe each
agent-to-agent interaction. For instance, the certificate may be signed not for an agent but
for a pair (agent, donation offer ID), forcing agents to request a new certificate every time
they make a decision. If the certification server stores a history of confirmations/rejections,
it effectively becomes an institutional component that decides in real time whether agents
violate norms and, if they do, to sanction them by rejecting their certification request.

The institutional server would become a stateful read-write component, as agents, through
their certification requests, change the state of the overall institution. Yet, it remains a
purely reactive component, with a single server port.

5.6.5.3 Institution as Proxy

In the above configuration, the institutional component has no knowledge of how agents
negotiate. If the institution is to be omniscient, another kind of component should be used.
On the Web, it is common to use proxy servers to monitor activity.

The main architectural constraint over proxies is that they have a client port and a server
port, such that incoming requests (on the server port) are either immediately responded to
or forwarded to another server, possibly after a rewriting step. In our working example, the
institutional server may be replaced by a proxy without modifying in any way the behavior
of agents. Agents send requests to the proxy, which can keep track of negotiations and
add a certificate on-the-fly if the requesting agent behaves properly. The proxy may turn
a confirmation into a rejection, to sanction any misbehaving agent. The requesting agent
receives feedback on the sanction through the other agent (which acknowledges the rejection,
instead of the initial confirmation).

5.6.5.4 Institution as Servient

An alternative is to capture the institution as an explicit stakeholder supported by an agent
on par with the other parties in the system. The institution becoming both reactive and
proactive, hence must include independent client and server ports, and becomes a servient.

In ordinary operations, this component may have little to say beyond conveying institu-
tional norms and facts as in the previous approach. However, by identifying this institutional
entity, we make it subject to accountability. A party can also question the institution, for
example, if they fail to receive an organ in a timely fashion. This process may result in the
institutional facts being disputed and adjudicated [32] and the norms potentially revised.

If the institution is embodied by an agent, its monitoring and sanctioning power does not
depend on architectural constraints (at the level of Web components) but on the behavior of
other agents (at the level of MAS abstractions).

5.6.6 Hypermedia-driven Interaction

Hypermedia-driven interaction can support autonomous agents to interact with Web resources
in a uniform way while being decoupled from the underlying components. To illustrate how
this works, an HTML page typically provides the user with a number of actions, such as
clicking a hyperlink or submitting a form. Performing any such action transitions the user
to a new page and exposes a new set of possible actions. In each step, the user’s browser
retrieves not only an HTML representation of the current page from a server but also the
hypermedia controls required to transition to new pages. Hypermedia-driven interaction
reduces coupling between components (e.g., browsers, proxies, origin servers) and allows
them to evolve independently from one another; a central feature that allowed the Web to
scale up to the size of the Internet.
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In the present case, the various actions – retrieving formal specifications of norms,
requesting a certificate, or sending messages to other agents – can be made available to the
agents through hypermedia controls. Such hypermedia controls would encapsulate all the
information required by an agent to interact with the institution, but to use the hypermedia
controls in a reliable manner the agent would have to operate on an abstract model of the
institution. For example, if an agent is required to obtain a certificate at run time to enact
an Organ Donation protocol, the agent could discover such an action possibility through
hypermedia.

The institutional model could evolve throughout the agents’ lifetimes: for example, from
using norms and certificates defined at design time to a model based on evolving norms [27]
and certificates to be obtained at run time. Such an evolution would be reflected in the
hypermedia environment through the action possibilities provided to agents at run time and
thus, to cope with this evolution, the agents would adapt to a new course of action that
meets their objectives. Some related work investigates the design of agents able to plan and
adapt to dynamic hypermedia environments (e.g., see [11, 23]).

5.6.7 Discussion: Research Questions and Challenges

The contribution of this report is in identifying some new research questions that can
motivate research on the interface of MAS and Web architectures. Specifically, we propose
the following:
1. How should we model the presence of a governance layer in a MAS?
2. What aspects of a web-based deployment of a MAS may be subject to governance policies

and included in an institutional environment?
3. How do we map the required properties of an institutional environment (monitoring,

reasoning, sanctioning power) to constraints and mechanisms of a web-based deployment
and more specifically to hypermedia controls?

4. How can we specify and implement composed and stacked agent environments (e.g. in-
stitutional environments that overlay physical ones and institutional environments that
extend others)?

5. Can and should a governed MAS on the Web be modelled and implemented as a
hypermedia application?

5.6.8 Conclusion

Thinking about MAS and the Web together opens up new opportunities in building large-scale
sociotechnical systems. Such systems would take advantage of the flexibility derived from
MAS and the scalability and familiarity (to most developers) derived from the Web. The
possibilities are promising and we invite the research community to join us in investigating
them.
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5.7.1 Introduction

Agents are often challenging to test due to their complexity and the unpredictability and
dynamism of the environments in which they are situated. It is considered infeasible to
test all courses of actions that complex agents can take [1, 2]. Even for one particular goal,
agents may have several alternative plans or may apply non-deterministic approaches, for
example in the context of data-driven methods such as machine learning. In addition, testing
stochastic scenarios and situations that entail interaction with other agents and humans can
be challenging to reproduce and control [3, 4]. Ensuring that an agent behaves as desired in
a relatively friendly environment is already challenging; assuring this at a scale that includes
numerous autonomous software artifacts running relatively freely in the environment is a
crucial problem [2].

For the specific case of agents on the Web, it is important to consider the Web as the
decentralized environment where interactions happen, rendering the governance of agent on
the Web a key challenge [5]. Interactions can take places between hetreogenous agents (e.g.,
using usual agent communication languages) but also between agents and other Web entities,
applying various of actuators and sensors. We consider the case where the agent environment
is identified by a set of resources that are published and made accessible on the Web. While
these resources can be linked to real entities, like sensors, robots, actuators, drones, or smart
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devices, they can also be linked to virtual entities and services. The situatedness of these
agents is an integral part of the Web environment, where resources and other agents are
identified and located through URIs.

This chapter reports the main results of the working group “Benchmark and Testbeds”,
as discussed during the Dagstuhl Seminar “Agents on the Web”. The different challenges
regarding testing and benchmarking of agents on the Web were discussed, and specific
scenarios and scenarios types for testing and benchmarking were proposed. Through the
proposed set of scenarios and scenario types, we identified potential future work regarding
the conception and implementation of testbeds for Web Agents.

5.7.2 Testing and Benchmarking of Agents on the Web

The Web provides numerous opportunities for the use of agents and multi-agent systems that
are diverse with respect to use cases and underlying technology stacks. In this section we
introduce a list of categories of scenario types that can be used for testing and benchmarking
MAS on the Web. We assess the scenario categories in terms of how easy (if possible) it
is to apply techniques for testing autonomous software artifacts, such as unit, integration,
regression, stress, and beta testing, and how to benchmark different application development
approaches. A comparison of the categories considering their strengths and weaknesses is
provided in Table 5.

The first scenario categories is based on legacy Web-based applications used in a
“production-like” environment, i.e. in an environment that reflects the socio-technical complex-
ity of a system whose operation has critical real-world implications, for example in a business
context. The actual environment, which can be virtual or physical, is the “real-world” setting
in which applications and devices are operating. Because each system has a distinct set of
requirements and constraints, throughout the years several protocols (e.g.: CORBA, OPC,
RPC) and architectural styles (e.g.: SOAP, REST, GraphQL) were adopted [6]. Legacy
Web-based applications are usually a composition of different technologies that are integrated
into a functionally somewhat coherent and cohesive system of high technological heterogen-
eity. Besides the lack of standardization, legacy web-based applications often have many
human-machine interfaces of different maturity levels and frequently systems are hard-wired
to each other via system actions on graphical user interfaces (in the case of so-called robotic
process automation). Navigating this interface heterogeneity can be a key challenge for
agents on the (current) Web. Another characteristic is that such applications have little
space for mistakes when deploying new versions since they are usually in day-by-day usage by
many users and often perform business-critical transactions. Examples of legacy web-based
applications are: ERP systems, industrial automation plants [7] and digital marketplaces.
One advantage of adopting this scenario category is that it exposes the system under test to
a realistic environment which can facilitate software maturity and resilience, in particular
because it reflects real-world requirements and performance indicators, allowing for meaning-
ful benchmarking of the current system as well as of partial or full replacements that are
technologically more advanced.

The third scenario category is based on simulated environments. Simulated environments
can provide reasonably realistic constraints and intuitive visual interfaces for many scenarios.
They are often built using simulation frameworks such as Gazebo31 and Morse32 which provide

31 Gazebo is available at https://gazebosim.org/
32 Morse is available at http://morse-simulator.github.io/
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Table 5 Overview of scenario categories, with strengths and weaknesses.

Scenario category Strengths Weakness

Heterogeneous Web-
based applications in
production-like envir-
onments

• Realistic conditions and use of agents
• Easier identification of system performance
and compliance
• Easier understanding of user interactions im-
pacts over the system

• Systems are often rigid with not much oppor-
tunity to apply artificial agents
• It is often hard to reproduce some situations
that occurs in the actual environment
• It can be time-consuming to test applications
in such scenarios
• It is often challenging to gain access to such
scenarios due to privacy and security concerns
• Scenarios are often in critical missions with
little space for experimentation

Simulated environ-
ments

• Usually less complex than production envir-
onments and easier to grasp for humans
• Testing conditions are easier to control and
reproduce
• Sets of tests can be performed quickly
• Usually more cost-effective than testing than
production environments

• May lack important characteristics and in-
teractions that can be found in production
environments
• Time-consuming to develop a scenario with
the necessary accuracy

Programming contest
scenarios

• Has well-defined performance indicators that
facilitates comparisons
• Competitions often provide more realistic
testing conditions than traditional simulators
• Development and improvement is made easier
by the fact that such scenarios frequently call
for a limited range of actions

• May lack important characteristics and inter-
actions that can be found in real-world envir-
onments
• Testing conditions are limited to the contest
proposal

Testbeds • Realistic conditions and use of agents
• Easier identification of system performance
and compliance
• Has well-defined performance indicators that
facilitates comparisons

• Complex to define (requires substantial en-
gineering effort)
• It can be time-consuming to test applications
in such scenarios

tooling for applying physical constraints, and for drawing and animating representations
of the environment, thus facilitating human interpretability. Such frameworks also provide
tools for monitoring and debugging systems. There are many possible scenarios that can be
simulated, such as transportation and search-and-rescue scenarios. As the scenarios can be
simpler than the actual environment, simulated environments can facilitate the development
of applications. However, the application is not exposed to all situations that can potentially
occur in the real world.

Another scenario category are programming competitions, such as MAPC33 and Rob-
oCup34. These competitions provide different scenarios that can run either simulated or
real-world environments. A distinguishing characteristic of this scenario category is that in
order to facilitate competition, the scenarios have well-defined performance indicators, which
enables the comparison of the different approaches.

Finally, there are scenarios provided as testbeds. Testbeds are defined for experimenting
and comparing approaches [8]. For instance, a scenario may allow agents to enter buildings
and rooms therein in order to interact with appliances such as light switches, which in turn
affects the state of the environment. This scenario shares characteristics of simulated and
competition scenarios as it is defined for a small set of actions; it is not supposed to be in use
in production, and its performance requirements and indicators can be easily defined and
monitored. Ideally, testbeds share some of their characteristics with production-like scenarios

33 More information about the MAPC can be found at https://multiagentcontest.org/
34 More information about the RoboCup can be found at https://www.robocup.org/
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as they are usually developed using real devices and run in a (potentially cyber-physical)
realistic environment. In the context of the WoT, due to the lack of existing simulated and
contest scenarios and limited access to WoT scenarios in real-world environments, testbeds
can provide ideal conditions for testing and benchmarking MAS on the Web.

5.7.3 Technical Features of Agents on the Web

In this section, we propose a synthesis of technical terms of related to the engineering of
agents & MAS and existing standards and practices from the Web.

5.7.4 Interaction Levels for Agents

Envisioned and existing agents on the Web perform tasks on different levels of interaction
with the environment and other agents, which can get categorized into:
1. Data Gathering – such agents crawl the web in order to gather information, and may

exhibit a querying interface. That is, they operate in read-only mode with safe HTTP
requests.

2. Actuation – such agents may also read information, but their characteristic is that they
additionally perform writing operations on the environment using unsafe HTTP requests.

3. Communication – such agents engage in conversation with other agents. To this end,
they also perform writing operations, but to specific endpoints of other agents, with the
goal of communicating.

Note that in the context of testing and benchmarking, in order to provide means for
comparing approaches and MAS applications, the focus is “top-level goals rather than
approach-specific goals” [9].

5.7.5 Agent Terminology on the Web

In order to combine MAS and Web approaches, a common view on what can constitute
agenthood on the Web needs to be established. Depending on the above interaction levels
for agents, it is especially on level 3, where the following aspects are required:

Identity – an agent needs an identifier, i.e., a URI on the Web.
Endpoint – an agent needs a way to receive communication, e.g., an LDN inbox.
Entry point – an agent needs a way to expose information, e.g., an FOAF profile document
on the Web.

The other levels 1 and 2 require other aspects:
Situatedness – the agent needs a reference to where it is. On the Web, this could be a (set
of) seed URI(s) for a data gathering agent; or an actuating agent could be constrained in
its behavior using a query.
Norms – to formulate desired agent behavior using norms, a notion of norms for the Web
needs to be established. This could be implemented as agent behavior descriptions, for
which there are no standards and practices yet.
Signifiers / possible actions – for an agent to find out what it may do in an en-
vironment, descriptions of actuable items are required; on the Web there are, e.g.
schema:PotentialAction, which represents a coarse match to the agent terminology.
Adaptivity – an adaptive agent can act in different environments. On the Web this may
mean that the agent leverages reasoning to deal with heterogeneous descriptions.
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5.7.6 Running, Testing, and Benchmarking Agents on the Web

With those proposed translations, the following steps may need to be taken to run, test, and
benchmark agents:

Define very simple norms – with the notion of behavior hardly defined for the web, simple
condition-action rules may be used to implement a very simple norm.
Analyze norm and policy compliance – here, log analysis techniques may come in,
corresponding metrics need to be defined.
Enact norm violation punishment – depending on the scenario and the control over the
environment, it may be possible to punish agents.

5.7.7 Open Questions and Future Work

Testing and benchmarking are cornerstones of modern software engineering. Still, both topics
receive relatively little attention in the context of the (engineering) multi-agent systems
research. As reliable and trustworthy behavior is both particularly important and challenging
when it comes to Web-scale systems, the research need around testing and benchmarking is
even more pronounced here. Some of the open questions that future work can address are
the following:

Which abstractions are central to testing and benchmarking of MAS on the Web?
What are good practices and pitfalls of Web-scale benchmarking of MAS?
Does testing MAS on the Web require dedicated tooling support?

Initial works towards the implementation of a benchmark framework for testing Agents
on the Web have started to emerge, as in the BOLD server35. Future developments and
extensions to this type of framework may be a promising starting point for facilitating norm-
based validation, agent behavior testing, assurance of policy compliance, and other aspects
as discussed above. This working group has concluded that providing testbed environments
such as the ones suggested in this chapter can potentially facilitate the systematic evaluation
of approaches to engineering agents on the Web and to place a greater focus on the assurance
of quality and reliability.
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